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PREFACE 
The Peruvian Aprista movement, Accion Demo~atica of Vene-
zuela, the Movimiento Nacionalista Revolucionario of Bolivia and 
Liberacion Nacional of Costa Rica are a fey, of the political par-
ties of Latin P.merica \fhich comprise 'Ylhat has been broadly termed 
the liberal left. A multitude of events and currents of thought 
have influenced in v'arying degrees the rise· of this liberal left: 
the Hexican and Russian revolutions, the student reform movement 
at Cordoba, the rise of foreign economic expansionism in Latin 
America, and the ideologies of Narxism, socialism and nationalism. 
The Peruvian Aprista party, precursor and prototype of the liberal 
left throughout Latin America, traces its OvIn origins directly to 
the university reform movement of 1918. 
Several ~eneral works have been done on both the Aprista 
movement an~ the university reform movement. Hary Kantor's Tpe 
Ideology andJrQ.g!sl!L.Qf the Peruvia,n Aprista Hovement (1953) is 
the only cltrrent general survey of the party's history and ideo-
logy. ':Jorks done by the Apristas themselves include Felipe Cossl 
del Pomar t s &LIndoamericano (19lI-6), a biography of Haya de 1a 
Torre, and Hg~~ Torre y el-AQ~ (1954) by Luis Alberto San-
chez. The most comprehensive "fOrk on the university reform move-
ment in Latin America is Gabriel del 14azo's 1.§....l1efQ12ffi§ Unive.rsi-
taria (1941). 
HOvlever, most of the studies concerning the Peruvian APi) 
tv 
rista movement exphasize the intellectual indebtedness of the 
party to the university reform movement with little attention paid 
to the immediate and proximate '''ay in "Thich the· Per,uv~an univer-
/ 
On the other hand, sity students reacteq to the reform movement. 
.. , .... -
stress is placed on the fully formed Aprista movement v]hen it 
campaigned for pO",ler in 1931, ,,]ith little attention paid to the 
actual structural development of the party as opposed to its in-
teloectual development. Yet, bet'\<leen the beginning of the univer-
sity reform movement at Cordoba in 1918 and the appearance of the 
Aprista movement in Peru in 1918 several important but relatively 
unstudied events occurred' in Peru 'vhich vlere influential in 
shifting the university reform movement into politics. Of great 
significance in this regard '''as the founding of a seri8sof "Popu-
lar Universities", or centers of educlition for vJorkers by the stu-
dent leader Victor Rav.l Baya de la Torre and seve'ral companion 
students from the University of San Harcosin 1921. The purpose 
of these centers was to fU.l~ther the aims of the university reform 
movement by bringing the benefits of culture and learning to-"the 
poor and uneducated. \vhen the government suppressed these centers 
Haya !3nd his companions turned their cultural movement into a 
political movement, the Novimiento Aprista Peruano. 
The purpose of this thesis is to study the relationship of 
these popular universities to the Aprista movement, and seek to 
det~rmine to ,,,hat extent the ideology, structure and orientation 
of the Aprista movement sterns from its origins in the popular uni-' 
versities. v 
.... 
As almost all the material relating to the Popul'ar Uni ver-
sities founded by Hayade la Torre is .found only in Lima, the sum-
mer of 1967 Vlas spent collecting material in the different libra-
ries of Lima and obtaining intervievlS ,,.,i th eye,,,i tifesses of the 
.......... 
events relating to the history of the Popular University. The 
National Library conta ined many general books' on the tIDi versity 
reform movement and all the back editions of the leading ne"lS-
papers in circulation in Lima in the early t",enties. The Library 
of the University of San Harcos contained many works on the uni-
versity reform movement and a fe", uncatalogued editions of Aprista 
publications from the decade of the thirties. The Library of 
Deputies vlas utilized to obtain statistical information on the 
history of Peru and the city of Lima. The editors of ~a Trib~na, 
the official organ of the Aprista party, granted free access to 
their archives, ,,,here much information vias found on the Popular 
Universities during the periods of anti~Aprista persecution. 
The only ,-wrIes "Thich touch on the Popular University are a 
chronicle of the Peruvian university reform movement by Enrique 
Koster, included in Gabriel del Nazo1s La Refor!!!§. Universitaria, a 
short vlork on the Popular University of Vitarte by Josefa Yarleque 
de J.llarquina. As no general ",ork on the Popular Universities has 
ever been \vritten, much of the material necessarily had to come 
from the ne\1Spapers of the period. The major dailies of Lima of 
that period 'Here all consulted: El Comercio, La prenss, El Tiempo, 
and La~r6nica. Also, several of the polemical newspapers and 
periodicals of the time vTere consulted. Of particularimportancle . 
.... "". 
vlaS the periodical, ClaridSld, founded by naya de la Torre to serve 
as the qrgan of the \10rker t s Federation of Lima and his Popular 
Universities. El Obrer.o..1extl1, the official organ of the textile 
union, contained innumerablerefe:r;encesto the Pop-frlar University • 
........... 
In addition to 'the \'lork of collecting data from these 
viri tten sources, many intervievls vTere sought 1'Ti th persons who "lere 
either eye\'litnesses of the events or \,Tho could lend valuable assis 
tance in learning about the Popular University or the Aprista part • 
Haya de la Torre, the founder of both, granted several intervie\'1s 
"'hieh "Tere of great value for determining vThat \-TaS the original 
finality and malUler in "lhich the Popular Universities ",ere conduc-
ted. An intervie\'1 with Lu{s Alberto Sanchez, President of San· 
IvIarcos University and leading ideologue of the Aprista party, 
proved valuable for discovering different source materials re-
lating to the Popular University. An intervie\'T with Arturo Sa b-
rosb, former student at the Popular University and leading figure 
in Peruvian syndicalism, shed light on the impact of the Popular 
Uni versi ty on the Peruvian labor movement. Intervie\-TS were 9.lso 
held '\'lith Josefa Yarlequ€l, a student at the Popular University. of 
Vi tarte in its first days, and Dr. Roberto Delgado, '\1ho \'las among 
the San l1arcos University students vTho founded the Popular Univer-
sities. 
From the non-Aprista point of vie\\l, intervieills \Jere held 
Vlith Ricardo· Narti'nez de la ~:orre, personal secretary to Jose 
Carlos Nariategui, 1'Those Socialist party became the Communist .part· 
of Peru in 1930; and Eudocio Ravines, also a professor 
vii 
popular University in the early hlenties, a leading figure in the 
cornmunis~ movement in Peru in the thirties and editor of La....E.r.Q!l§.§. 
:/ears· later. 
/ 
Special ackno.tT.~edgement is due the current National Sec-
retary of the Gonzalez Prada Popular Universities, Orestes Rodri-
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/ 
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INTRODUCTION 
/' 
The student P:l'otest movement that errupted within theven-
............ 
erable'walls of the University of Cordoba on June 15th, 1918, was 
far more than another monotonous flare-up of 'youthful tempers over 
some minor polley change -- a-not untypical occurrence in the 
Latin American University;. on the contrary,it dramatically 
signalled an abrupt break with the past and the beginning of a 
new stage in the life of the Latin American University. 
The movement at Cordoba radically weakened the bonds that 
linked the university with colonial traditions and inaugurated a·· 
new era of university autonomy, accompanied by such progressive 
innovations as student participation in university p'olicy making, 
student control of faculty appointments, and academic freedom for 
professors. But .the protest at Cordoba signified far more than 
the mere implementation ofa series of internal university re-
forms, important as they were. It crystallized in a concrete.· 
movement a whole ideology and spirit of reform that was· soon to 
chall,enge the very structure of traditional Latin American 
society. The movement was of such far-ranging importance for the 
subsequent history of Latin America that the President of San 
Marcos University, Luis ,Alberto Sanchez, has even singled out 
191~ as the year that Latin America entered thetwentiet;l1 
1 
, 2 
centurY.l 
It is indicative of the key role the university plays in 
, . 
Latin American society that the movement which Sym£Olized that 
......... 
continent's entrance into the modern era was university inspired 
and directed. The 1.miversity had alvlays 'held' a privileged-
position of influence in latin American society, but never before 
had it been such a challenging and stimulating center of social 
fermentation and change. HOvT this came about can be understood 
only by placing the university 'lITithin -the context of Latin 
American history and society in general. 
Three institutions which survived the VTars of independence 
played central roles in the growth and development of the Latin 
American Nations: the army, the Church and the university. Nine-
teenth century Latin society, unlike Britain or the United states, 
did not engender a prolific number of community organizations 
"Thich could diseminate or promote cultural and social change. In 
the United States many other institutions to promote change w,1th-
in the community -- leagues, foundations, unions, urban pressure 
group~, etc., -- arose alongside the older established ins'titu-
. . 
tions of society, the Church, the school and civil goverrunent. 
These allied institutions bore ro.uch of the brunt of fostering and 
pressuring for change vIi thin society, at times .in league "lith the 
tra~itional institutions, at times in opposition to them, and at 
3 
times simply apart from them. 
But in Latin America, beset by internal anarchy and sharp 
, . 
clashes of diametrically opposed interests, the so~ial void cre-
ated by the ,.,rars of fndependence came to be filled by the tradi-
tional institutions, the army, the Church, the university, and thE 
new republican state. Thus, partly through tlefault and partly 
through positive intent, the university loomed larger in Latin 
society in relative importance and impact than in the United 
states or Europe. Furthermore, for most of the nineteenth cen-
tury, the Latin university was open to only a small elite who 
could afford a university education. This elite nature of the 
university gave it an aura of prestige out of proportion to its 
true importance in national life; nevertheless, a university 
education was considered a ~ .ruul non for any youth ",lho aspired 
to become anyone of importance in Latin society. 
This is one factor that accounts for the willingness of 
Latin American students to participate in politics. They 'vere 
.;., 
conscious of the central role of the university in Latin society 
and their O'ttJn importance as heir apparents to the povler structure' 
of society. Other factors, of course, moved them to intervene in 
the political arena: the subjective individualism of the Latin 
character which distrusts and withholds approval of movements in 
which one is not personally engaged; alsq, the lack of academic 
orientation in the universities to national and social problems 
of the day has tended to force students to seek an outlet in / 
dire~t politics as _~ .. s'Q.bstitute for their desire to serve society 
in someway. Whatever other reasons there may be for student 
involvement in politics, and whether or not this Ulvolvement 
has been primarily pos"itive or negative are debatable issues; but 
the fact that university students havebeen,.and still are today, 
a power block within Latin American society cannot be denied. 
Historically, the Latin American university has passed 
through three more or less well-defined stages in its develop-
ment. The first stage, corresponding l' 01J.g hly to the end of in-
dependence until the outbreak at Cordoba in 1918, dealt primari-
ly with the problem of administrative reorganization and revision 
in the curriculum. Characteristic of this. period 'vere debates 
carried on by educators' on the merits or demerits of adapting 
North American or EurQpean educational systems to Latin America. 
The second stage ,"'as the proclamation of university' au--
tonomy and the inauguration of student co-government at Cordoba 
in 1918. Furthermore, one oftheess~ntial c;lemarids of the stu-
.,;,t. : 
dents in this movement was the reorientation of the universities 
toward contemporary national and social problems. This social 
thru~t in turn implied and initiated. the third stage in the uni- , 
versity r~form movement, namely, that of cultural diffusion. By 
this lIas meant the effort to establish a cultural bridge between 
the university and the popular masses in order to extend or 
"dfffuseu the benefits of education and culture to the great 
mass of illiterate rural ===~= 
~~ 
----------~--------------------------------~~------~ 
". 
The first and most successful attempt. at implementing 
this third stage were the Popular Universities of Peru. They 
were centers of culture and learning set up Clnd ruiby' San. Marcos 
. ...",' .. 
University students for the benefit of Peru's uneducated Indians 
and factory "lorkers. Other such popular Uni versi ties were set 
up throughout Latin America in imitation of the Peruvian model. 
The subsequent history of the university reform movement 
is as interesting. as it is paradoxical. In those nations where 
it was allowed to run its course more or less unimpeded, as in 
Argentina -and Uruguay, the movement tended to restrict itself to 
university affairs and exerted relatively little influence on 
national affairs •. But. in those countries where the student 
movements were violently suppressed by dictatorial regimes,as 
in Peru, Venezuela and Cuba, they blossomed into large. scale _ 
poli tical movements. But beyond these three countries, a "Ihole 
series of so-called populist movements arose throughout Latin 
America modelled upon or inspired by the first politicalmov~-
. .r-_o 
ment in Latin America to emerge from the university reform mov.e-
ment, the Peruv:i,an Aprista movement. 
, 
Such diverse parties as Romulo Betancourt's Accion Demo-
, 
cratica in Venezuela, Victor Paz Estenssoro's Movimiento Nacion-
. • I .' . # . 
al Revolucionario in Bolivia, and Jose Figueres' Liberacion Na-
ciona;L in Costa Rica all share the same ideological and socio-
parentage with the Aprista'movement in Peru. They all trace 
their inspiration to the Russian and Mexican revoll,ltions andthtr . 
6 
student, reform movement at Cordoba.;' they are all parties of 
~asses~ usually Indians, workers, students and lower middle class 
~ . 
shopkeepers; they all champion the cause of ,sociaJl reform and 
'~ .• * •. 
vindication of the rights of the lower classes; they call for 
elimination of the economic and military oligarchies in each, 
Latin American nation and by the same token they oppose the in-
trusion of international imperialism in Latin America; and final-
ly, they all claim to be native American movements and 
ly they reject Communism and Fascism, although, of course, many 
of these movements have eclectically borrowed elements of Marx-
ism and certain external paraphernalia of Fascism. 
The Peruvian Aprista Movement vIas, then, a direct out-
growth of the student ref~rm movement and indirectly it was in-
spired by the Mexican anq Russian revolutions. But this tran-
sition from student movement to political party did not comeim-
mediately. It came only after the third stage of the university 
reform, cultural diffusion to the masses -- concretely, the . 
..,..: 
Popular Universities - had been suppressed 1'y the State. The 
periQd of the Popular Universities takes on, therefore, great 
importance for understanding the, developments and tensions which 
led the peruvian student leaders to turn what began primarily as 
a cultural crusade to enlighten the masses into a political move-
ment to stir the masses to' outright combate for social justice'.' 
The course this movement was to take, the role it vias to 
play in Peruvian national life for the 
'1 
nuances that \-rere todl:stinguish it from other .. movements, and the 
. m,entality and attitudes that permeated and inspired it, were deter 
mined in large part by its origin in the Popular UJrlversity. The 
point of departure, tnerefore, for any study in depth of the 
origins of the Peruvian Aprista Movement must be the Popular 
Universities. 
'. 
,QHAPTER I 
X,HE STUDENT-WORKER 
· .. ····ALLIANCE OF 1919. 
Before the winds of change coming from Cordoba swept its 
university halls and stirred its youth to nurture bold dreams of 
social change, Peru, like the rest of Latin America, vi.ewed the 
great political and social upheavals disrupting the order and sta-
bility of Europe, the World \lIar, the collapse of the great royal 
dynasties in central Europe, the Bolshevik revolution, as so many . 
far away spectacles which seemed to bear no immediate significanc 
for Peru. The high-minded spokesmanoi' the pre-war university 
generation, Jose de la Riva Aguero, distrusted solutions to Peru' 
.' . 
problems that involved violence or mass revolutions; instead, he' 
and his followers placed their hopes for Peru's progress' in an 
intellectual elite that would address itself to the social prob-
lems of the nation, especially those posed by the ,Indian pop~­
lation,. through a paternalistic system resembling that of the . 
Incas .• l The mass of illiterate Indians toiling the soil in the 
valley of Cuzco or eeking out la living in the highlands near . 
Lake Titicaca remained indifferent or oblivious to these. great 
lFredrick B. Pike, The Modern Hi.§tory of Peru (New York: 
Freq.erick A. Praeger; Inc., 1967), pp •. 204--205. 
9 
movements in other,l.:ands and even to the political currents in 
Lima ~tself. But even the laconic pace of backward Peru was not 
, 
to escape the impact of these global cataclysms. / 
......... 
Peru's population was edging toward the four million mark 
after the war, ~lthough this is only an approximate estimate, as 
no official census of the entire nation had bean taken since 1876 .. 
Roughly 52% of the population \'las white or mestizo, while 45% 
was Indian. 2 The country lagged far behind the great nations 
of 1'urope or the United States, for the great majority of its In-
dians were illiterate while only a fraction of the population re-: . 
ceived a university education. The noted educator and one time 
Rector of the National University of San Marcos in Lima, Manuel 
Vicente Villaran, reported that even by' 1900 there was not a 
single secondary-school in Peru that specialized in agriculture, 
commerce or industrial skills. 3 And this vIas the situation in a 
country where 68% of the population derived its livelihood from 
agriculture and mining.4 
. 2Given the dearth of documented studies, governme~tal 'or 
otherwise, it is difficult to make accurate statistical descrip-:-
tions of Peru's demographical or economic growth during the perio 
studied in this paper. The first official census of Peru in the 
twentieth century was not taken until 1940. This census revealed 
a total population of 6,201 555. Of this total 3,233,360 (52%) . 
vras white and meqtizo, and ~,84?,196 (45%) \,las indian. Presumabl 
the same racial proportion prevailed in the post~\vorld I years. 
Ministerio de Fomento, Primer Informe Oficial del Censo·de 1940. 
'. 3Manuel V. Villaran1 Estudios Sobre Edu.cacion Nacioll9l (Lima: Librer1a e Impremta liililma, 1922),p.6. '.' ' .. 
. . .... ~1cardo Martinez de la Torre, A12UUte>l ~arll ~rur Ioter-
pretaciOnM§rxi$tadeHistori§'Socigl del Peru Lima: Empresa< 
Editora Peruana" 1 4J ' ..• '. ". .'. ' ... ' '. " .' .' 
10 
Nor could one look optimistically to Peru's four universi-
~ies for a solution to its underdevelopment. The la'vy"er and the 
man of letters was still the academic ideal held fQith-to the 
young Peruvian v/ho aspired to enter the University. Hodelled on 
the University of Salamanca, the Peruvian university emphasized 
the formation of a social elite, disciplined by the rigors of 
Scholastic philosophy and logic and humanized by acquaintance 
with the liberal and fine arts. The desired product of- this 
liberal education was a well-rounded gentleman who could thiru{ 
precisely and logically, as befits a lawyer or a professional man,. 
and who could at the same time converse gracefully and artfully 
on a wide number of subjects -- literature, politics, astronomy 
as befits a man of leisure and cultured society. The practical 
man of science, a hero in the new technological societies of the 
northern hemisphere, 'vas still vievled as a rude academic barbaria 
vrho threatened to undermine the humanistic and spiritual values 
enshrined in the Latin university.5 
In Lima alone in 1900 there vIas one la,,,yer for each four 
hundred inhabitants, while in Paris in the same year there "ias 
one ia1;,yer for each eight hundred inhabitants. 6 The vast majorit 
5This 'vas an attitu9-~ that had bcten expressed earlier by 
the Uruguayan essayist, Jose Enrtque Rodo in his famous Ariel, 
and by the Hexican author, Jose Vasconcelos in his Raza C"OSiJiica. 
It is interesting to note in this regard that the Catholic Uni-
ver.sity of Lima "las founded in 1917 with the express purpose of 
banishing material and utilitarian values among Peruvian youth 
and to combate Marxian inspired class violence. Pike, p.208. 
6Villaran, p.l8. 
. 11 
of the professors at the university, which numbered 1500 stu-
dents in 1920, vTOrked part time and held their positions as honor-
ary posts correspondipg to their privileged status /in the profes-
.......... 
sional world. The university vlaS open principally to the sons of 
the vlealthy, although the son of a lOvIer clas's official or a poor 
l?rovinciano could enter the university of San Marcos if he knevl 
someone of importance in the capital and if he could bear the 
social stigma attached to his inferior status. Naturally, there 
'vere few mestizos, and no Indians to be seen in the halls of the 
university. Only a handful of women attended the university prior 
to \'lorld ltJar II. Given this social composition of the university 
and the heavy emphasis upon Law and Letters, it is understandable 
"Thy some of the more progressive minded thinkers, of the day felt' 
that the university vlaS divorced from the reality of national 
I ' , d life. A young member of that generation, V~ctor Andres Belaun e, 
in a speech delivered in 1917, lamented this separation of the 
university from national problems: 
Al recorrer rapidamente 1a historia de la 
. , Universidad desde su or:i.gen hasta la fecha se 
destaca este rasgo desagradable y funesto: su 
falta de vinculacion con 1a realidad nacional, 
con la vida de nuestro medio, con las necesidades 
y aspiraciones del pais.7 . 
. ) 
. 
-. 
Yet, paradoxically, though the university ,\,las cut off 
from the reality of the nation, i~ did reflect the economic and 
7 Carlos Ferdinand Cuadros, Uni versidad y EmancipSl.c iQn 
Nacion~ (Cuzco: Editorial H. G. Rozas, 1958), p.22. 
~~,"----------------------------------------~:~'~------,. 12 
socia'I. condition of the country. If during the colohial period., 
as Luis Alberto Sanchez has explained, the university was the' 
pat:riniorlY of an elite, during the Republican perioc}~it-was the 
special domain Jor sdhS or the economic ·oligarchy. 8 If San }farco 
was the academic and social mecca of Peru's l!Pper class, then the 
city \'lhich housed it, Lima, was the hub and nerve of the entire 
nation. In spite of the efforts of certain indigenista§ and 
social critics arourid the turn of the century to foster-a new 
appreciation of Peru's lncan past, and the glories of Cuzco", Lima 
reigned supreme andullchallenged over the economic, political and 
social life of the country. 
The,census taken of Lima in 1920 revealed a populat~on of 
223',807 for the entire province, and 173,007 for the city proper. 
The racial composition of Lima was quite disproportionate to that 
of the rest of the country: there \-lere 70,353 whltes,7l,688 mes-
tizos, but only 18,298 Indians, 6,608 Negroes and 5,673 Asiatics. 
Clearly, Lima belonged to the whites and mestizos. }fanyof the 
,~" 
Indians who lived there were transient laborers who returned to 
the mountains for part of the year. Those who remained during 
the iear \'lOrked as domestic servants, street vendors, artisans 
and cargo-bearers. 
) 
8 • Sanchez,p. 152. 
, 9}finisteriode Fomento, Resum~ne§ del Censo de lag 
E1:Qvincig§ de Lima Ll&llao l~ de DiciemJ;u:e de 1920. (Lima: 
Imprenta Aguirre, 1920), pp.' 3~84. , ' " 
~ .', 
~ . 
:,<, -----------_ ....... _---..,...----------:------, 
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The sprawling metropolis of the post World War II period 
with its sea of ugly squalid barriadgs did not yet exist. Lima in 
1918, in spite of its imported automobiles from Eu:vOpe 'and nevi 
factories, resembled more the placid and picturesque colonial 
tOvln of Ricardo Palma's Tradiciones Peruanas., Depending upon 
one's point of reference, Lima in this period could best be des-
cribed ,as a little big city. By the standards of the United 
States or Europe, it was a small city. It was still necessary to 
ride the train over vacant countryside to reach the port town of 
Callao some 13 kilometers a\vay, or to reach the plush bathing 
resorts for Lima IS wealthy in the outlying towns of Barranco and 
l1iraflores. There was no payed road between Lima and Callao until 
1923. 
Yet in relation to the other cities of Peru, Lima \,las a 
veritable metropolis, and the Limefios took pride in the central 
importance of their city. Lima possessed four major dailies that 
went out to all parts of the Republic, linking the small provin-
~~. 
cial cities with the great events in Europe and North America. 
The oldest and most influential was El Cmn.grcio (founded in 1839), 
run by the affluent and prominent Hire, Quesada family •. , Next in 
prestige a,nd circulation was La Pren.§.§. (founded in 1903), which 
took a more, polemical stance in political issues until 1921 when 
it su.pported President Augusto B. Leguia. El TiempQ. vias the 
YOurlgest of all -- founded in 1916 -- and undoubtedly the most 
controversial in social issues. It WaS temporarily suppressed 
i4 
1919 by President J"ose:Pardo who resented its stinging criticism 
during the strike for the eight-hour day. La Cr6nica, (founded 
in 1912), outdid the othel's in its photographic co{t~rage of the 
nevis .10 
..... -... 
Signs of changing times could beseeil in Lima's entertain 
ment. Half of Lima's sixteen theaters had been converted into 
cinemas by 1920, and the Touring Club Peruano enjoyed a·growing 
.prestige among young auto fans. But the older and more traditton 
aldiversions had lost no ground: horse-racing at the hippodrome 
from April to January of each year, boating at the Club de....fu2 ........ ,;:;,,:a.""I. 
ilf Chorrillos or Callao, or bathing. at the resorts in Barranco, 
Miraflores or Ancon. Although the new sport of boxing was 
'\-Tinning more attention, it could hardly compete with the all time 
favorite, soccer, to judge by the more than seventy-nine soccer 
clubs in Lima alone in 1928.11 Lima was a pleasant city to live 
in, full of graceful parks, elegant monuments and well-dressed 
people. The self-esteem of the Limeno, ironic, jestful and .con-
descending, is nowhere better summed up than in the old refrai·n, 
IILima. es el Peru, y Lima es el Jiron de la Union." 
But dissenting voices were beginning to puncture the 
placid calm of the capita~ city. A young~QYincisDo from 
Trujillo in northern Peru found Lima stuffy, antiquated and 
10Cipriano. A. Laos, ·Lima "La Ciudad de Los Reyes" (Lima: 
Editorial Peru, 1929), pp. 141-152. 
llIbid.,pp. 362-379 
.• ,1 
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Echoing the words of' an earlier social critic, t1anuel Gonzalez 
Prada, whom he ardently admired, victor Raul Haya de la Torre 
castigated the Peruvian capital in 1923 in these \"6~ds: . 
''''''''.' 
Lim,: aristocrat-ica es ~l vertice de una pesada 
piramide cuya base esta f'ormada por las espaldas del 
pueblo peruano. Sobre elIas se ha 1evantado una 
arquitectura polltica-social sin equilibrio ni pro-
porcion, en la que todo concurre a la elevacion del 
vertice. IlLima es la inmensa ventosa que chupa la 
sangre detoda la nacion,lI dijo nuestro apostol 
civil Gonzalea Prada. Tuvo razon y autoridad para 
decirlo quien fue su primerciudadano. Pero Lima 
es el Peru autentico, historico y nacional; en 
sentido etimologico del vocablo, una ciudad conquis-
tadora y estranjera que no ha perdido hasta hoy su 
primitiv~ caracter. Desde ella y para -ella se 
1egisla y g9bierna. El Peru provinciano, y sobre 
todo e1 Peru serrano - el Peru verdadero -, es 
practicamente otro pais y permanece alejado y 
desconoc~do por los hombres metropolitanos que 10 
usufructuan ••• 12 . 
As the author of these vlords suggests by mentioning the 
name of Gonzalez Prada, social criticism directed against the cal-
lous indifference of Lima's high society toward the illiterate and 
poverty-stricken Indians of Peru was not nevI. On the contrary, it 
enjoyed a rather respectable tradition, beginning vlith the i~onic 
barbs of the satirist, Ricardo Palma, later on in the social criti 
cisms of the educator, Javier Prado, and ~ulminating in::the viru-
lent broadsides of the radical essayist, Nanuel Conz£\J.ez Prada. 
But there was a difference now in the tone of the criticism as th 
World \lIar came to a halt in Europe. Never before had the criti-
. 
12Enrique Rulz Garcia, An~tomi~L.9,,_~ ung Revoluc ion 
(Hadrid: Ediciones Guadarrama, 19 6), p.320. 
.J 
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cism seemed so justified by the weight of international events. 
The progress reports of the ne,., "lorker I s revolution in Russ ia 
, . 
filled the newspapers. daily; the rise of syndicalisfu and socialism 
'~'"" 
in Europe augured a nm1 era of progress for the laboring man; and 
finally, the agrarian revolt of Emiliano Zapata and the liberalism 
of Hexico inspired Latin American intellectuals with the hope of 
widescale reforms throughout the rest of Latin America. 
That Peru could not escape the consequences of its in-
volvement in the fate of the rest of the "Testern ,,!Orld \'Tas drama-
tically symbolized in February, 1921, by the visit to the port 
of Callao of the fleet of another power that was increasingly 
beginning to dominate the economic life of the country - the 
Uni ted Sta tes • \Ili th bouyant na r vete, Lima Wined and dined the 
four visiting American admirals ",ith their 11.1-,000 marines as 
though they "Tere conquering heroes. And in a sense, they were. 
The United States was rapidly replacing Britain as the number one 
investor in Peru. International Petroleum of New Jersey incr-eased 
its total production in Peru five-fold betvleen 1919 and 1929. 0 By 
1926 the company controlled 70% of the country's oil production 
and exported about 90% of the nation's petroleum. By 1929 the 
United States monopolized all of the major sources of natural 
1tlealth in Peru, such as copper, oil, petrolelL'l1, and cbtton. 13 
The ever-grovTing presence of North American capital in 
13James C. Carey ,'p.eru gnd th.5LlIni"t!§d Sts,tes 1900-126~ 
(Notre Dame, Indiana: Univ. of Notre Dame Press, 19~), pp. 57-66. 
~_'.c __ ------------------------------------.--------~.'------, 
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Peru vlaS matched by the precocious grm'Tth of an incipient native 
industry in Peru. In 1915 some 9,651 Peruvians \I,ere engaged in 
the mining industry; this number had nearly tripled/6y i927, with 
28,431 Peruvians 1abori".ng in the mines. 14 In terms of production, 
this same amazing growth rate could be noted •. Sugar production in 
902 \vas estimated at 187,641 tons; but by 1928 it had sped up-
vards to 361,736 tons per year. 15 
Equally as significant as this numerical grO\vth \-las the 
ise of a Peruvian labor movement and the emergence of a social 
consciousness among Peruvian workers. As far back as 1887 the 
akers of Lima organized themselves into the first syndicate in 
,eru, ItEstrellas del Peru". The first textile unions "Tere formed 
But until 1919 there ",,~s no general syndicate in Peru 
inding together any significant nUl11ber of Peruvian "lOrkers. The 
nirst strike in Lima \'las organized by anarchists in 1904. The 
stevedores of Callao ,,!ent on strike in 1906. The textile ,,,orlter t s 
strike in Vitarte, a small tOVIn inland from Lima, vias promptly 
-"', 
, 
suppressed by President Leguia in 1911. Other strikes,among t~e 
tailors of Lima in 1911 and the cargo-bearers in 1912, were simi-
larly suppressed by the police. The first -fight for an eight hour 
ay was ",aged and "'TOn by the dock vlorkers of Callao in 1913. On 
anuary lOth, 1913, the reformist minded President, Guillermo 
14Mart inez de la Torre, Vol. I., p. 193. 
15Jbid ., p. 191. 
ct -r"il 
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Bi:blinghurst, promulgat:ed the first ei·ght-hour day labor law in 
I:'eruV'ian ·history .•. But ·new and bloody strikes in Lima in 1914 pro 
voked public censure of Billinghurst, who was oustlt'd ,that ·same 
year. Labor instability increased as major strikes occurred in 
the Standard Oil fields in Talara in northern Peru in· 1915, in 
Huacho in 1916, in Talara again in 1917, and in Vitartein 1918.1 
These strikes were characterized by their violence, dis-
order and spontaneity. Behind most of them were impetuous an-
archists who had little patience for refined methods of collectiv 
bargaining or picketing. J.lost of the strikes were called .wi .. bQs:. 
to demand an immediate and tangible reform and then disbanded jus 
as abruptly after the success or failure of the strike. There 
were few organized worker~s groups in Peru, and those that existe 
lacked cohesion Or permanency. The first textile syndicate \'1:~s 
formed in 1911, but each new textile factory that went up in Lima 
tended to generate its own separate syndicate. 
The year 1919 was .. significant in the history of Peruvian 
~ .. 
syndicalism, for the first concerted effort to pull the disper.sed. 
worker' s associations into a general federation vias made and en-
joye.d limited success.· That same year the fight .for an eight-hon 
day for all Peruvian worJ:cerswas successfully Waged. Except for 
the dock workers in Callao, who had achieved the eight-hour day i 
. . . 
. l6Roberto MacLean y Estenos, Socio1o~de1 Peru 
Instituto de Investigaciones Sociales, U. N.A.l-l., m9), 
pp. 105-137. . 
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1913, the normal '<lorking load for most of Peru's workers was four-
teen hours daily. The strike began in late 1918 and ended in 
early 1919. Usually the achievement of the eight-a6ur"day in any 
country is recorded a"1r'a .major victory for labor, but in Peru 
there was an added ,factor that gave a unique:twist,to the' develop 
ment of Peruvian history ,from that time. The eight-hour day was " 
also a victory forPeru's university students who collaborated 
vlith the workers in their fight. 
The strike broke out in the textile plant, El Inca, run 
under the auspices of the vlilliam H. Grace Company, on December 
23rd,1918, in Lima. On the 26th another textile plant, la 
Vic.toria, joined the strike. tvithin a few days three other plant 
in Lima, Progreso, San Jacinto and Union joined the'movement, 
the 30th; the Fed.eration of Bak,ers declared a sympathy strike, 
by January 1st" some 3,000 workers in Lima were on strike. The 
strl.kers in the textil town of Vitarte called together twenty. 
delegates from the different plants on strike in Lima. At thi~ 
;/-: 
meeting a strike committee, El Comi:t,.e Obrero, ,\>las formed to direc 
the strike. Also, an agreement was reached to the effect that no' : 
party was to reach a separate agreement with the governmel1t. Thi 
solidarity of interest, h~ever, was soon to encounter equally 
solid resistel1ce from the government. A general meeting of, the 
ne",ly formed strike committee , El Comite Obrero, on January ist,' 
1919, was dispersed by an assault of government troops. This 
momentary repression served to' stimulate the workers to, 
·.'" 
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follO\'ling historic appeal for help to the Federation of Peruvian 
students, dated the first of January, 1919: 
.' . 
Senor Presidente de la Federacion de Estudi13"ntes: 
.~-.' 
La importancia y trascendencia que las modernas 
doctrinas socialistastienen no solo para los obreros 
sino que tambien para las esferas sociales (del pais); 
el interes y entusiasmo que los estudiantes han 
manifestado siempre para oCl1parse de los intereses de 
las clases populares del pais, y la justicia e 
impostergable urgencia de satisfacer nuestras justas 
demandas, nos permiten abrigar la esperanze.. que la 
Federacion de Estudiantes no ha desestimar nuestra 
invitacion. 
Con la major consideracion me suscribo de usted 
segura servidor, 
Presidente del Comite: 
14anuel Casabona17 
That the \'lorkers felt that they could appeal to the uni-
versity students was a tribute to the momentous changes that had 
taken place in the mentality and attitudes of the Peruvian uni-
versity students under the impact of the reform movement begun at 
Cordoba in the Spring of 1918. A few years earlier student ~ol-
-. 
laboration in a \'lOrker I s strike ",auld have been unheard of or 
shocking. But the nevI ideas coming from Russia and Mexico "Jere 
creating a climate of messianic expectation and revolutionary 
fervor among the educate~ youth of Latin America and Peru. Re-
bellion "las in the air and social upheavals abroad came as apo-
calyptic signs that confirmed the belief of the young rebels that 
17Hartinez, Vol. I, pp. 422-'+23. 
.. ~ 
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the vThole vlOrld \-Tas destined to undergo a profound transformation. 
In the words of Luis Alberto Sanchez: 
/ 
Por tal fecha., las juventudes obrera y universitaria 
se hallaban ~umamente agitadas. Las nuevas conquistas 
sociales traidas por laguerra; la revolucion rusa; las 
huelgas del norte de Italia; la sublevacion del ejercito 
y el proletarido aleman; mas la repercusion que todo 
ello ~ncont~aba en Argentina, Uruguay y Chile; la 
campana :Qolitica Chilena, quesignificaba una autentica 
renov9cion social; todo resonaba en el Peru y con-
tribuia a rohJ.l::.itecer un hondo sentimiento de rebel ion 
y de reforma. H5 
The nevTly created Federation of Peruvian Students19 acted 
S\viftly in response to the vlOrker' s appeal'. The President of the 
Federatio~ appointed a coramittee of three to serve as student dele-
, 
gates to the strike cornmittee ~ Bruno Bueno, Valentin Quesada and 
victor Raul Haya de la Torre. Of the three, Haya de la Torre be-
came the dominant figure in the committee and the one vTho did the 
most to seal the unity betMeen the vlOrkers and the students in the 
strike. 
Born in Trujillo in the Department of La Libertad along 
A 
the northern coast of'·Peru on February 22nd, 1895, of a middle 
class family, young Haya attended the seminary of San Carlos. An 
activist and an organizer, he established .the first sports club of 
'. 18Lu!s Alberto Sanchez,~H~vade~Torxe ~ e~_Apra (Santi~ 
ago de Chile: editorial del Pac~fico, 1954-), p. 510. 
19The Federation of Peruvian Students (F.E.P.) was organ-
ized in 1916 and composed of delegates of the four universities·of 
Peru. lIaya de la Torre served as student president from October, 
1920 until he resigned in mid 1921 to prepare for·the Popular 
Universities. ) 
/ 
.. ~ 
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Trujillo, ,Jorge Chavez, and served as Secretary General of the 
University Center of the University of La Libertad ,,!he~e he took 
/ 
up the study of law •. At the university he formed acquaintances 
· .. ..,··w· 
"lith the poets AbrahamValdelomar and Cesar Val.lejo and other 
thin.l{ers 'l;lho '1IT~re later to help form the Aprlsta movement: Alcides 
spelucin, Antenor Orrego and Carlos Manuel Cox. 20 
Haya studied for a short period at the University of Cuz-
co at the invitation of a friend of the family. There in the old 
Inca capital he developed a fascination for Peru's Indian heritage 
as well as a heightened sense of indignation at the soc:tal injus-
tices to which the Indians were subjected. Haya went to Lima in 
1917 with the same high ambitions that characterized many young 
]XovinQ,isnos as they approached the big capital. But the ne-
cessity of \'lorking for a living and a painful experience ",ith 
hunger indelibly impressed upon him the needs of large numbers of 
his fellow Peruvians. 2l 
His reading included Renan, Sarmiento, Marx and Gonzalez 
Prada. He ardently admired the pungent social criticisms of . 
Gonz~lez Prada, and he frequently sought out the elder critic to 
converse ",ith him. Years later Haya '\tlOuld honor the memory of 
Gonzalez Prada by naming his Popular Universities after him. Hayc 
torial 
20Feli:pe Cossio del Pomar, ~ ·Indoamericano (Lima: Edi-. 
Nuevo Dla, 191t6), pp. 33-3b. 
21John A. MacKay, Ihe othgr Spani~h Christ (London: 
Christian Movement Press, 1932), p. 19[":--student 
.. 
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shared Gonzalez Prada's deep convictions on the need for social 
reform and vindication of workers' and Indians' rights. For a 
time, he shared his contempt for religion. But his/ear'lier clis-
daj.n for religion '\vas:'1i1odified by the benevolent influence of a 
nevlly found friend, John MacKay, a Scotish mi.nister and Director 
of the Anglo-Peruano Institute in Lima, ,,,here Haya taught part 
time to earn his 1tlaY through San Marcos. 22 
Raya found San Marcos little different from the provincial 
University of La Libertad with its colonial mentality and dusty 
a~ademic atmosphere, far removed from the ~ocial reality of the 
country. As far as Latin American universities went, San Marcos 
"laS, in his opinion, liThe oldest and most decrepit of America ".23 ' 
Upon learning of the events in Cordoba in June, 1918, he immedia-
tely sent letters of congratulations to the instigators. 24 
Raya vlorked indefatigably as the vTOrker's delegate to the 
government during the duration of the strike. On January 13th, 
the strikers organized a general strike industry and transporta-
~. 
tion throughout the city. On January 15th, President Pardo pro- i 
mulgated a decree granting the eight hour day to all Peruvian 
.... lOrke·rs. The l'1inister of Development invited the student and 
vlOrkers' representatives to his office to inform them of the 
22,Ibid., p. 19l~. 
23Coss{o, p. 71. 
24Lu{s Alberto Sanchez, Haya de larror.x:e...L..];l A]2J;1l, p. 54. 
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success of their strikeand.to express his congratulations to the 
$tudents. 
Out of this nevTly formed alliance with the (,orkers, Raya 
formed many lasting friendships. One of them was ",ith ArtlJ.ro Mon-
toya Sabroso, a young anarchist and co-editor of a worker's publi- . 
cation, El Obrero Textil. Years later Sabroso "Tas to be a founder 
and first president of the powerful Confederation of Peruvian 
T,-lorkers (1944-1963). 'The immediate result of the strike \vas the 
establishment, at the urging and suggestion of Raya, of the Textil 
Federation, \<Thich ,,.ras to includ.e all textile workers in Lima, 
numbering then about 1,200. 
The Peruviah syndicalist movement vlas no", seriously under 
''lay. But another dramatic strike vIas to occur that year, this 
time inspired by the students and supported by the workers. This 
second strike would permanently seal the alliance bebleen them. 
President Pardo had conceded the eight hour day as a pal-
iatiye to stop the general strike, but he undervlent no prof0tU1d 
change of heart toward the labor movement. On the contrary, h~ 
eyed it ",ith suspicion and hostility. On April 13th, 1919, gover· 
ment police surrounded the Ricardo Palma library in dm'lntovln Lima 
",here a meeting of the Cpmite-.Qbrero prQ-abaratamiento de la.s 
Subsist.~ncis.§...,.. an outgrOl'lth of the Comite Obrero, was in session. 
\'Jh11e the young student liaison, Hayade la Torre, discussed 
matters ",ith the Colonel in charge, the workersescapecl from the 
25 
library.25" . A protest action '<1as set in motion by the '\'rorkers and 
. ( 
p~ans for a general city-vride strike were set for the first of 
/~ 
,By this time,'however, the students' had initiated their 
, 
own university reform movement in imitation of the one in Cordoba. 
Disatisfaction with the cautious moves of the Student Federation 
led to the creation of a CQmite de Reform~ Uni~rsitslli'to force 
more energetic action in favor of university reform. Thecommit-
, . . 
tee,headed by Jorge Guillermo Leguia, and composed of Haya de 1a 
Torre, Luis Alberto Sanchez,Jorge Basadre, Manuel Seoane, and 
other prominent student leaders, demanded the removal of eighteen 
professors, the suppression of certain courses in ecclesiatical 
discipline, complete renovation of the university government, stu.-
dent particip~tion in policy decisions, and academic freedom for 
professor~.26 
The tense situation among students and "lOrkers vIas heigh-
tened in Hay by the visit to Lima' of the famour Argentine 80C).8-
list, Alfre.do Palacios'. Palacios thrilled th€l students with h.is 
talk of the radical u..Yli versity reforms taking place in Argentina , 
, . 
and he received a standing ovation from the assembled students of 
San l1arcos. on the occasion of his departure when he declared --
much to the discomfiture of the faculty members present --that th 
25LU1s Alberto 'Sanchez, Haya de l~orre :£....Ql Aprs, p. 56 . 
'. 26Vlctor.Raul Hay.a de la Torre,&~ Donde Vg....I'n9:QSlIlsriCSit? (Santiago de Chile : Edic iones Ercl1la, 1935), p .192. " 
.. ~ 
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university reform ought to be carried out, "Con los decanos 0 sin 
los decanos.u 27 Haya seized the opportunity of Palacios's stay 
, . 
to intervievl him, and
w 
years later he established co~tact with the 
leading university reform leaders in Argentina through Palacios. 
Palacios left Lima on May 26th, and on the 27th a general· 
strike gripped the city. Police and students clashed on the 
streets and vwrkers -intervened on the side of the students. Presi 
dent Pardo called a state of seige and closed dovm El Tiempo to 
quiet its criticism of his policies. The political situation 
\'lOrsened and on July 4th,. former President Augusto B. Leguia,. 
accompanied by General Andres Caceres,ousted Pardo and began a 
reign of eleven years as Peru's president. I Legula seized the 
opportunity to strengthen his position by acceding to the demands 
of both the students and the vwrkers. In September he issued a 
decree which effected the first major lUliversity reform in Peru 
since 1855. 28 
In October Raya WaS elected President of the Federation. 
\ 
of Students and one of his first acts "Tas to call for a general 
congress of Peruvian University students to implement the 1L.YJ.iver-
sity reform aims in Peru. President Leguia strengthened his 
liberal image by offering to subsidize the congress. The site 
chosen vIas CUzco and the date "'as set for Harch of the coming year· 
27 " 8 Luis Alberto Sanchez, Hays de la Torre y elAnrs,i p. 5 
, 
Cia, 
28Julio C. Tello, R§forma, U:nivers:iJ;;llIlSL(Lima: Sanmarti YJ 
1928), pp. 137-38. / 
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The year 1919 had seen the outbreak of agitation for re-
f;orm on t'toJ'o distinct fronts: the factory and the uni versi ty. But 
, . 
the aims of both 't'lere achieved through mutual coll(boration,. a 
fact vlhich \vas to deep"iy influence the ideology hammered out at 
the student congress of 1920 as vTell as the whole subsequent his-
tory of Peruvian syndicalism and politics. The year had been 
tense and exciting, ,and spectacular results had been achieved. 
Reform "las succeeding everYVlhere and unlimited progress seemed 
to be the promise of the future. High optimism "Tas the 'keynote 
of the day as the students busily prepared for the congress which 
"las to ta.k:e place the follovling Spring. 
CHAPTER II 
THE UNIVERSITY REFORM / 
...... A@ 
THE POPULAR UNIVERSITY 
The first National Congress of Peruvian students convened 
on March 11th, 1920 in the ancient Inca capital of Cuzco. The 
preparatory committee and the direction of the congress \,las in 
the hands of Haya de 1a Torre as President of the Student Federa-
tion. Delegates from the four Peruvian universities, San Marcos 
in Lima, San Agustin in Arequipa, la Libertad in Trujillo and the 
University of Cuzco itself came flocking to the congress. The 
congress was subdivided into 17 sessions, the last one closing on 
the evening of March 20th. l 
The Congress developed through t\<lO phases. The first one 
was dominated by enthusiasts vrho championed the romantic but ab-
. . . 
stract causes of patriotism and nationalism. In the second :phase, 
the more serious and precise thinkers, under the leadership of. 
Haya de la Torre, took command of the congress and fought for the 
IGabriel del Mazo, 1s-Reforma Universitarig 6 vo19' (Buenos Aires: Edicion del Centro Estudiantes de Ingenieria, 
Vol. II, p. 36. This,is the most comprehensive study of the 
reform movement in Latin America written by one of its principal 
leaders in Argentina. Vol. II contains all the preceedings of the 
Congress of Cuzco including a chronicle by Enrique Koster on the 
Popular Uni versi ty, pp. 15-46 and follovling pages. 
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creation of what was to prove to be the most concrete and ori-
ginal implementation of the student reform movement to date, the 
popular Uni versi ty. 2 / 
The idea of a popular university "'as intrinsically bound 
up vii th the vlhole ideology of the reform movement of Cordoba. In· 
fact, it may be considered the logical and inevitable outcome of 
the general direction of that movement. The founder of the 
Popular University in Peru, Haya de la Torre, \vas very conscious 
of the formative role of the university reform movement in 
creating the popular universities: 
De aquella verdadera revolucion estudiantil, 
velozmente propagada a todo el amqito continental, 
surgio la doctrina de que es mision de las uni-
versidades reformadas arrastrar el peligro social 
del analfabetismo de nuestras masas y consagrar 
los derechos del pueblo a la cultura como el pri-
per paso hacia la verdadera justicia democr~tica. 
La reforma creo las universidades'populares e 
inauguro una epoca de.creciente acercamientoes-
~udia1].til hacia las clases obr~r~s y de generalizado 
l.nteres por sus problemas econom1.cos. 3 
Prior to 1918 there had been many reforms in the hist9ry 
..,-;, 
of the Peruvian university. From the time of the colony on thro1 
the nineteenth century there were innumerable decrees emanating 
2Luis Alberto Sanchez, HaY£Lde laTorre y: e1 ~, p. 76. 
3Victor RaUl Haya de la Torre, Ideolo,gigAnrista (Lima: 
Ediciones Pueblo, 1961), pp. 94-95. Haya's ovm reflections on 
thenni versi ty reform ~ovement can be found in his 'VTork9 , Con,str.,u-
yendo 81 Apri.§.IDQ (Buenos Aires: Coleccion tlCiencias Politicasl!, . 
PP. 155-166; Id~QgiSl Aurista, !lEI Antimperialismo Aprista", 
PP. 72-108; and in his article, If Latin America's Student Revo-
lution", in Living Age, Vol. 331 (October 15, 1938), 103-106. 
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from the President's palace affecting the life of the university. 
But these were almost always Inere shifts in administrative policy 
or minor academic changes. 4 The feeling had grown~trong among 
university students that far more radical changes were called for 
to modernize the Latin American university. -This, then, \<Tas the 
first and foremost aim of the youth v,ho rebelled at Cordoba and 
in Peru: update the university and break the ties that still 
bound it to colonial traditions. Haya de la Torre saw the reform 
as an emancipation from the colonial mentality: 
La Reforma universitaria que en su esencia fue 
e1 primer grito de emancipacion de nuestro "colo-
niaje men~al" - heraldo de 11..1'1a nueva conciencia 
de Indoamerica - califico expresivamente a las 
viejas universidades y sus metodo peda~ogico~ 
estancos, como 105 virreinatos del esplritu.~ 
Underlying causes behind the movement are not hard to 
locate. The impact of foreign expansion -British and American-
around the turn of the century had the startling effect of ",aking 
up the youth of Latin America to the realization that the old 
world scholasticism currently taught in their universities l~ft 
. 
them ill-prepared to deal on an equal basis with the agents of 
superior technological cultures. , , , Vlctor Andres Belaunde decried 
this defect in the university education afforded the men of his 
generation: 
4Te11o, p. 140. 
5}fuya de 1a Torre, Ideo10g{g Aprista, pp. 93-94. 
/ 
La Universidadno estudia, no nos ensena la 
situacion en que se encuentra e1 capital nacional 
respecto del capital extranjero, no nos indica 
hasta que punt? somos sgnores, econ6micame~e del 
suelo en que.plsamos ••. 
' .... ~" .. 
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But the advance of foreign capital did have a stimulating, 
though indirect, effect on the Latin American university. Until· 
the turn of the century, the prevailing mentality in university 
circles "laS that of members of the Peruvian upper class, "Tho 
alone could afford to send their sons to the university. This 
upper class derived its wealth primarily from mining, agriculture 
(cotton and sugar cane), and the guano industry. Politically it 
vIas conservative and economically it thrived on a laissez-faire 
. liberalism. But as has been indicated earlier, foreigh economic 
expansion and the industrialization it brought was beginning to 
undermine the social and economic world of the nineteenth century 
Peruvian capitalist. 
, 
Before the British built textile plants in Peru,. the cot-
ton grovler on the coast sent his produce directly to Eng lang... 
NOVI he sent his cotton bales to be processed in Lima or Vitarte. 
The .immediate result of this shift in the economic system was to 
. 
stimulate a greater flov! of capital in the national economy and 
to give rise to a class of middle-man entrepreneurs -- exporters, 
bankers, shopkeepers, clerical workers, etc. At the same time, a 
ever increasing number of Indians and mestizos left the haciendas 
6 Cuadros; p. 22. 
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in the mountain valleys: to become salaried workers in the ne'\f 
factories on the coast.7An increase in the circulation of 
capital. at home' and an increase in the number of saaaried ,"orkers 
in centralized areas "insured the continuous.growth and prosperity 
of the middle man capitalist. 
But there. were unexpected consequences, too, of these eco-
nomic shifts for the traditional upper class which loomed as ill 
omens on the horizon. For the first time the Peruvian upper clas 
was faced with the threat of an organized labor front and the 
emergence of a'middle class desirous of a greater participationi 
the control of national industry and finance. A clash of class' 
interests ''las the inevitable outcome. The sons of this ne,V'middl 
class began,arriving at the doors of San Marcos and the other. 
universities of Peru at the turn of the century. 
r Tl?e' uni versit~es became the natural center,.,here the clas 
of the two mentalities took place. For one reason there were few 
institutions in Latin American or Peruvian society at .that t~e 
. .' ~: 
in which the new middle class could find a platform to express. it 
demands. The government and the army represented the interests 0' 
the upper class, and the Church was too conservative to serve as '. 
an effective instrument of social change. The new labor unions 
,.rere as yet too disorganized and unstable to be of tlSe, and they,' 
continued to be objects of government and police surveillance. 
7Martlnez, Vol. I, p.' 193. 
.~. '. 
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It· therefox>.e fell to the university to become the platform' for· 
~he nevi middle class. As Haya de la Torre has observed, the 
uni varsity is that j,ntellectual center where so"cieti asa cor-
-.. 
porate whole expresses' 'itself: IIA traves de ella piensa la colec-
tividad. ,,8 
The standard bearers of the student reform in Argentin~ 
and Peru were, almost without exception, products of the new 
middle class. Inevitably they would rebel against the demands of 
a university geared to educate only gentlemen of the upper social 
elite. F\lrthermore, they challenged the dominance of the capital 
city'elite in the University of San 1·1arcos, for many of them were 
DXovincianQ,§ from the interior Angean regions or the outlying 
coastal cities. It is symbolic that the leader of the student 
reform movement in Peru was both a member 6f the middle class and 
a IU:.Q.Yin.g,llnQ.. tOYOtA I. '~"V~~SITY UBRARY 
Another characteristic of this ne'\'l class was its:::.growing. 
concern for the "le1fare and the rights of the Indians and the new 
..,.. 
urban lI10rkers. Many of the young provincis.nos arriving at" the. 
university were themselves mestizos who felt the sting of the 
social stign,la attached to their inferior status. Many of them 
to "lork part time to put themselves through the university. 9 
BHaya de 1a Torre, Ideologia Al2rJ,sta, p. 160. 
• 9Although there are no exact statistics on the number of 
students 'worl{ing part time' durIng this period, it is interesting . 
to ~note . that il} 1957, 29% of San Marcos students worked part time ... 
1u~s Alberto Sanchez, .k.a Uni versidruLno es una Isla,' pp. 152-15.3/ : 
himself .arrived at San Harcos with one suit to his name, and sup-
ported himself by teaching part time at the Anglo-Peruano Inst~­
tute in Lima .10 This~factor, along "lith the traditj(~nai rivalry 
......... 
that existed het"Teen the capital city and the smaller provincial 
cities, sharpened the middle-class university student's disdain 
for the social privileges enshrined in the university, whetting 
his appetite for more reform both within the university and in 
society in general. 
The prime objective of the students at Cordoba and San· 
:Marcos "'as not the mere breakdO'vln of social privileges '\IIithin the 
university, however, but rather a ,..,holesQale modernization of it. 
Demands such as the removal of required courses of Theology and th 
right to vote for the acceptance or rejection of certain professor 
"Tere not irresponsible demands to Imver academic standards. They 
represented rather demands for greater academic excellence and 
responsibility in the university • This\'1as foremost in the minds 
of the students at Cordoba when they issued their proclamation to 
,.-. 
"Los hombres libres de Sud America: 1I 
, 
Las universidades han sido hasta aqui el refugio 
secular de los mediocres~ la rentg de los igno-
rantes, la hospitali~acion segura de los invalidos 
y ~ 10 que es peor atUl - el lugar donde todas las 
formas de tiranizar y de insensibilizar hallaron la 
catedraque las dictara .11 . . . 
The First National Congress of Argentine university stu-
10Cossio del Pomar, p. 57. 
IlMazo, Vol. IV, p. 10. 
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dents held at Cbrdoba in July, 1918, proclaimed the essential 
points of the university reform. 12 The first called for student 
, . 
co-participation in ~iversity policy-making. This/was to insure 
the democratization of the university and to guarantee that the 
reform movement would be an on-going process "and not halt with 
one or two immediate reforms. Another point stressed "las volun-
tary attendance at lectures.' This measure was seen as a type of 
popular check on professors who failed to do a professional job 
in the classroom. Furthermore, this right '\'lOuld permit stUdents 
to hold part time jobs 'vhile attending the university. 
Another major issue raised "Tas academic freedom for the 
professor, which meant freedom to prescind from a required syl-
labus or to question a traditional belief or ideology. The right 
of the students to accept or reject a proposed candidate for a 
professorship ''las one of the principal demands inherent in the 
right of student co-government. Morever, the students demanded 
the establishments of university extensions in other parts oj. the 
cOlmtry to enable those ''lho by reason of economic circumstance or 
dist~nce could not attend a centrally located university. 
Most important of all, the students demanded the inte-
gration of the university into the national life of the country. 
By this '''as meant the necessity to cease dealing with historical 
l2Gabriel del Mazo, El Movimiento de la Reforma Univer-
sitaria en Amer.ica Latina (Lima: Talleres de Industrial 
Grafica, 1967), p. 13ff. 
I 
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or philosophical problems that had little relevancy to the real 
needs and problems of the country. Behind this demand to re-
, . 
orientate the university tmlard service to the nati6n vias a re-
... " .... 
jection.of European and North American influences on education in 
Latin America and a corresponding exaltation 'of Latin American 
autonomy and traditions. 
Integration of the university into the,life of the nation 
implied the fostering of a ne"l patriotism inspired by a ne,., pride 
in the nation's history, but most'important, by pride in the 
nation I s people, including and most e.specially the lmver class 
mestizos and Indians. The university, if it were to serve the 
needs of the nation, must become above all else a vehicle of 
social reform and social transformation. If the university vlaS 
the patrimony of the upper classes before, nOvT it was to become 
a center of education open to all classes. This nm'l accent on 
the democratization and socialization of the univerSity accounts 
for, among other reasons, .the confidence ,.,ith which the workers 
.::- .. 
turned to the Peruvian university students in 1919 for aid in 
their strike. 
Another outstanding characteristic of the mov.ement at' 
Cordoba vIa sits strong internationalist tone. The slogan of the 
students boldly proclaimed the grandiose vision vlhich motivated 
them: "Por la unidad de los pueblos de America; contra el .imper .... 
ialismo yanqui, para la realizacion de la justicia social."13 
1311azo , k..Reforma Universitari§., Vol. IV, p. 1]. 
/ 
) 
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.This antagonism tovTard foreign imperialism in Latin Ameri-
ca \m s .but the logical implication of a movement designed to fight 
, . 
for the democratizati9n and transformation of the u6iversity into 
... ~ ..... 
a servant of the nation. The discovery that much of the economic-
and to an extent- political future of the country lay in the hands 
of foreign investors who exploited the resources and manpower of 
.. 
the nation came as a crude shock and affront to these young ideal-
ists. They felt that the old university ".las to blame for not hav-
ing prepared their countries to face this s1 tuation. ~-1orever, 
those who most felt the impact of foreign economic expansion in 
Latin America and ".lho had the most to lose were the members of the 
new middle class. The middle class students who rebelled against 
" the antiquated structuxe of the university also used the univer-
sity as a platform to decry the inroads of United States and 
British capital in Latin America. 
The anti-imperialist note was sotmded again in October, 
1920, when the Argentine University Federation published the;first 
denunciation of world imperialism by a group of any significance 
in La~in America. 14 The fight to liberate the lU1iversity from 
Hediaeval molds of thought precipitated the fight to liberate the 
nation from external powers that threatened to subjugate it at the 
very moment of its intellectual emancipation. But it was useless. 
to I?-0dernize the universities and raise a banner decrying the dan-
14Mazo , La Reforma Universitaria, Vol. II, p. 21. 
·~ 
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gers of ,international imperialism while the great mass of vlOrkers 
apd Indians remained illiterate and indifferent to these hard 
.' . 
realities. The first order of business, then, in flfie minds of the 
young reformers, after the internal reform of the university - was 
to diffuse the benefits of culture and educatIon to the popular 
masses. Witho~t educated workers and peasants all talk of social 
reform at home or resistance to imperialism from abroad was bound 
to rem~in sterile and abstract. The small middle class could not 
vlage their battle by themselves; it needed the support of the 
masses. Therefore, it must seek out an alliance with them and 
prepare them for the coming struggle. Synthesizing this aspect of 
the reform movement, Hayade la Torre declared: 
La clase.media oprimida por el imperialismo, siente 
su comunidad con los oprimidos de la clase proletaria. 
Se inclina haciaella .••. En el Peru la Reforma se 
completacon una alianza de estudiantes revolucionarios 
con el naciente proletariado y con las reivindicaciones 
de los siervos indfgenas. 15 
Diffusion of culture to the masses ,vas consequently one of 
the principal aims of the university reform movement. An early 
prototype of the Popular University, the university extension, 'had 
been proposed at the student congress of Honteyideo ih 1908, but 
in practice it had not vlOrked. The plan consisted of sending out 
a fe\v professors and students to dictate lectures on diverse and 
sundry subjects to ,,,orkers, but the project vTas poorly organized 
.. 
l5Haya de la Torre, Construyendo el Aprg, p. 162. 
r:._ ..... ------------------------------------.. ~-... --~ 
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and con~equently ineffective. 16 
The idea of a popular university had occurred earlier to 
. / de la Torre himself, too. In Trujillo at the age of eighteen Haya 
he gathered together in his home a small group of students and 
workers to form a cultural center. 17 This project did not last 
long, but the germ of a far more ambitious idea had been planted. 
In 1917 he presented the idea of a popular university to the 
Federation of Peruvian Students, but it 'vas rejected. Again, in 
1918, he debated with members of the Federation the merits of 
bringing the culture to the poor, but his idea met vlith scepticism 
and disapproval. 18 . 
But nm'l, with the prestige of his office as President of 
the Federation behind him, and bouyed up by the success of the 
alliance bet,,,een the students and \'lorkers a few months earlier, 
ITaya pressed for action on the creation of a popular university at 
the congress in Cuzco. This time his plan met with the over-
v!helming support of the students. The actual proposal for tl)..€} 
creation of a popular uni versi ty wa s made half ,\'lay through the. 
congress by Abraham Gomez, a student of San Harcos. ITaya and 
Luis F. Bustamante, the student~president of the draft committe~, 
p. 138. 
16 ' , . Luis Alberto Sanchez ,La Un.i ver.sidad n.Q....Q§ una Isla, >. 
l7Cosslo del Pomar, p. 26. 
18Ha~ra de la. Torre, uLa U. P. Se Gest6 en Truj illo, II 
Boletln, de las Universi9.Ji,des POP.1..1lare_s Gonza,lez Prfldg , Year One, ' 
number 1 (Lima: S.ecretarla Nacional de Propaganda de las U.P.G.P~, 
April, 194·6), p. 15. 
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argued in favor of the idea before the assembled delegates. 19 
\-Jith the approval of the students, Bustamante and Nanuel Rospig-
, . 
liosi drew up the fourteen resolutions which created the popular 
university and presented them to the congress on Harch 17th. The 
fourteen points v.,hich comprised Theme VII, liLa Universidad Popu-
lar II, "rere as follovlS: 
1. 
2. 
5. 
6'. 
El Primer,Congreso Nacional de Estudiantes, acuerda: 
la creaci0lJ.·inmediata de la Universidad Popularbajo 
la direccion de la Federacion de los Estudiantes del 
Peru, para 10 que solicitara el apoyo de los Poderes 
Publicos, de las instituciones y de los particulares 
que se interesen por sus nobles finalidades. 
, 
El Primer Congreso Nacional de Estudiantes, declara: 
que todo estudiante peruano tiene el deber ineludible 
de prestarle su mas decidido apoyo. 
Todo centro federado organizara una ac.ti va compana de 
propaganda entre estudiantes y obreros en favor de la 
Universidad Popular. 
La Universidad Popular tendra intervencion oficial en 
todos los conflictos obreros, inspirando su acci6n en 
los postulados de justicia social. 
La ensenanza en la Universidad Popular comprendera dos 
ciclos: uno de cultura general de orientacion nacion§ll-
ista y eminentemente educativa, y otro de especializa~ 
cion tecnica, dirigida hacia las necesidades de cada . 
region. 
a). La ensenanza en el primer cicl0 estar~ encomenda~a 
a la comision que con tal fin designe la Federacion 
de los Estudiantes del Peru. 
b). La ensenanza el el segundo cicIo correrra a cargo 
de las comisiones respectivas de los centros feder-
ados. 
191'1azo , 1& Reform9 Universitar.li4 Vol. II, p. 45. 
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7 .. ra ensefianza sera met6dica, ordenada, sencilla y emin-
entemente objetiva (cinematografo, vista fijas, cuadros 
morales, etc., etc.,), haciendose ella por lecciones 
y conversaciones y sirviango la conferencia~6l0 como 
slntesis y complemento de estas. 
8. La ensenanza debera estar extenta de todo esplritu dog-
matico y partidarista. 
9. Se implantaran cursos de vacaciones de extension cultural 
organizados por el comite federal y los centr~s represen-
tatives de las Universidades Henores, en las distintas 
provincias de la Republica, que seran encomendadas a los 
estudiantes que permanezcan en elIas durante aquel tiempo, 
recomendandolos que procuren asimismo el fomento de 
sociedades e instituciones obreras de mejoramiento social. 
10. La Universidad Popular debera preocupars~·a la vez del 
perfeccionamiento intelectual, moral y fisico del Obrero, 
de sus necesidades materiales, fomentando al afecto la 
creacion de cooperativas, cajas de ahorro, y demas in-
stituciones que tiendan a ese fin. 
·11. Para la mejor realizacion de sus fines la Universidad 
, Popular organizara: 
a). Una biblioteca, con prestamo de libros a domicilio. 
b). Un museo nacional de producciones naturales e in-
dustriales. 
c). Salas de recreo y campos deportivos. 
d). , ~. Un consultorio tecnico compuesto Ji?or alumnos de las 
distintas facultades que resolvera por escrito 0 
verbalmente las cuestiones que se le propongan. 
- . 
12. La Universidad Popular procurara ~l acceso de sus aso-
ciados a los gabinetes y laboratorios de los centr~s ~e 
instruccion superior y demas instituciones de caracter 
cultural. . 
13. La Federacion de los Estudiantesdel Peru, inscribira 
anualmente en un cuadro de honor, los nombres de las 
personas ajenas a la Federacion que presten su concurso 
a la obra de la Universidad Popular. 
/ 
··14. 
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La Federacionde los Est"!;tdiantes, encomendara a una 
comisi6n la reglamentacion de la Universidad Popular, 
. teniendo como bases las anteriores. 20 
As the first :point indicated, the ~opular u£~ve;sity "'8S 
to be under the supervision of the Student Federation, and not at-
tached directly to San Marcos as in the case of the old universi-
ty extension. Points t"TO, three and four were all additions made 
personally by Haya de 1a Torre~ No doubt he felt that the call 
to lend support to his project in the second and thjrd points was 
necessary in vim-,f of the initial apathy an~ resistance he had en-
countered '-lhen he first proposed his idea years earlier'. The 
fourth point has quite obvious reference to the student's inter-
vention in the ,,,orker's strike in January, 1919, as well as the 
"TOrker's intervention in the student's·strike later that- same year. 
This self-proclaimed right of the Popular University to intervene 
in the fight for social justice contained the seed of its O\.'Tn des-
truction three years later. 
The fifth resolution placed emphasis on fostering interest 
in national culture as 1'1ell as specialized training to deal ",ith 
the problems of each region. "Here, no doubt, 'VqS a specific reac-
tion against the abstract courses taught at San l"larcos and the . 
tradi tiona]. neglect of regional needs and problems. Hm'lever, in 
another section of the decrees of the congress on higher educa-
tiol}, the warning:~is made that the Popular University should avoid 
20Ibid., pp. 4-5-l r6. 
.",. ,., 
--------------------------------------------------------------~ 
teaching the people vlhat is merely empirical, but rather it should 
point out to them the advantages afforded by a professional career. 
, . 
La labor de la Universidad Popular debe tender a mostrar 
al pueblo los·peligros y danos queocasionan los/emplricos 
explicando las ventajas del profesionalismo. 
, , , 21 Seccion Cuarta, Tltulo II, Num. 9. 
The seventh point enshrines the methodology to be em--
ployed in the Popular University. It \vas to be popular pedagogy 
adjusted to the popular level. Placards, didactic refrains, and 
movies were all to be used to interest the worker in self-improve-
ment and personal advancement. 
The tenth point is the only one outside of the fourth 
point which suggests that the scope of the Popular University was 
to go beyond mere formal lectures in the classroom. The Popular 
Universit;;- was to encourage the formation of co-ops, community 
savings plans, etc. Furthermore, it was to foster instruction in 
personal hygiene and physical fitness. Clearly, the Popular Uni-
versity Was far more ambitious and embracing in its projecte~ 
scope of activities than the university extension. Years later, 
on the occasion of the twenty-fifth anniversary of the founding of 
the Popular University, Raya summarized in three points his obJect 
in creating the Popular University: 
21 Ibid ., p. 50 
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Pretendimos realizar tres objetivas en esta obra de 
las U. P.: 10- HacBr obra educacional para el pueblo; 
20- Redimir al Peru de la injusticia; y 30- erigir un 
montunent? vivo a2~onzalez Prada que 10 elev~a a la 
inmortalldad; ••• 
To educate the people vias to redeem Peru from injustice. 
This equation summed up the ideology behind the Popular University 
As far as the third point, the Popular University '\.Jould not be 
baptized ",ith the name "Gonzalez Prada" until after the first hlO 
years of its existence. 
Though his name was not specifically brought up at the 
congress, the shadovl of Manuel Gonzalez Prada hung over the pro-
ceedings of the congress as it brought into creation the Popular 
Universities. For he, just as much as the intellectual currents 
coming from Cordoba, had been the moving inspiration behind the 
Popular University. In a speech delivered in 1905 to the members 
of the Baker's union in Lima, he made an unprecedented plea for 
an alliance between the vl0rkers and intellectuals, and it was this 
idea of Gonzalez Prada which served as the ideological found§.tion 
of the young student's equation between popular education and the 
fight for social justice. 23 
Gonzalez Prada looked with contempt upon the time-honored 
notion of the superiority of the intellectual over the manual 
22 
Haya de 1a Torre, 1201et1n de las Unive:csidades Populares 
Qonz~le~ Prada,' pp. 12-13. 
. 23Hanuel Gonzalez Prada, Boras de Lllcha (Lima: Ediciones 
"Futuro," 1961t), pp. 47-55. 
, ) 
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laborer~ He compared the interdependence of the brain and the 
muscles in the human body with the 'It'lOrk of the intellectual and 
that of the manual laborer in society. Both functi01ied "together, 
but in different '.rays. No one could say tha t the work of one is 
more valuable than the other. The intellectual depends on the 
\vorker to put his ideas into execution and the ''lorker depends on. 
the intellectual to illumine the ''lay" to "justice in society •. He 
'varned the iptellectuals not to. ass1Jllle that they alone khe,,, the 
road to justice and that all must follow the itlay designated by 
them. On the contrary, the intellectual must become a revolution-
ary 'Vlho, after he stimulates the masses to action, has the courage 
to follo"1 the masses in vlhatever course they should take. Further 
more, the "lOrking classes, once a'vakened from their slumber by the 
revolutionary-intellectual, will naturally tend to fight for what 
is their proper due in society. Gonzalez Prada had visions of an 
aroused humanity throwing off the shackles of private property and 
social' privilege and marching headlong into a ne\l] era of socialism 
. 
.... 
free of competitive exploitation of one class by another. And to 
those timid souls "Tho "IOuld cringe before· "That they see as a risin~ 
, 
deluge of barbarians, Gonzalez Prada apocalyptically cries out in 
# 
the name of the masses: "No somos la inundacion de la barbarie, 
somos el dlluvio de la justicia. tt24 
Here, indeed, was a refrain from the populist's credo. 
46 
TJike many liberals of the nineteenth century, Gonzalez Prada be-
I 
lieved in the basic goodness of the common man and his natural 
propensity to choose the better, "lhen given a chancer. He had 
faith in the ,.,isdom of the COlmnon people, \Tho alone could be 
trusted. The rich and pompous financial and ecclesiastical oli-
garchs ,.,ho lorded it over and despised the poor and ignorant 
Indians and ,,,orkers used every means at their disposal to hold 
them in check. But if the ~asses ,,,ere properly instructed in 
their rights as free men, then they would arise in anger against 
the oligarchies which held them in subjugation. An era of peace, 
justice and abundance for all ,·muld be the outcome of the people's 
revolt. 25 
Gonzalez Prada never defined the exact nature of the com-, 
ing era of justice nor did he map out a clear program of hov! this 
universal justice '''as to be achieved. But he vias convinced that 
these concerns \Tere of less importance than the major task of 
spreading the good neviS of human right~ to the poor, the' igng.rant 
and the downtrodden. 
Gonz~lez Prada died in 1918 ,V'ithout ever seeing his ideas 
fructify into any large scale or organized" movement, although he 
had greatly influenced an entire generation of vlOrkers and young 
thipjcers. The thrust of the university reform movement, hov18ver, 
harmonized perfectly with his call to the intellectuals to en- ' 
25Ibid., pp. 52-53 
, ' 
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lighten ,the lovler classes in the ,·ray of social justice. The 
p.opular University seemed to be just that sort of concrete project 
, 
which fulfilled both the aim of the reform movement/to diffuse, the 
benefit!? of culture to the masses and the challenge of Gonzalez 
Prada to smoJ' the seed of social justice among them. It vras most 
appropriate, furthermore, that the leader of the university reform 
movement in Peru' and the one vTho sponsored the Popular Uni versi ty, 
vlaS himself a former disciple of Gonzalez Prada. 
",' 
Raya de 1a Torre set about fulfilling Gonzalez Prada's 
dream by resigning his po~ition as President of the Student Fede-
ration. Ris successor, Juan Francisco Valega, promptly commissio-
ned him to put into effect the decrees ,of the Congress on the Popu 
lar University.26 Raya performed one other major duty as Presi-
dent before he resigned, however, and that \>las to sign a covenant 
affirming the unity of interests of the Peruvian and Argentine um 
versity students in their common struggle to implement the univer-
sity reform. The covenant, El Convenio InternacipP§1-de Est~Q1an= 
te§ Peru8ng-Argentino, was signed by Raya in Lima on June 23, 1920 
and by the Argentine student leader, Gabriel del l1azo, in Buenos 
Aires on August 9th.27 The covenant called for an exchange o'f 
books and studies of interest. for each party, collaboration in 
diffusing education to the people through popular universities, 
261u'1s Alberto Sanchez, Bays, de la Torre y el Apra, p. 80. 
2714azo, Laj1eformSl. UrLi..YQr.§it.arig, Vol. IV, pp. 25-26. 
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the spread of propaganda fostering a sense of Americanism, and the 
holding of periodic international student congresses. 
This agreement symbolized the solidarity of {he students 
of Latin America in the reform movement. . Raya vTaS to become a 
lifetime freind of Gabriel del Hazo and other Argentine student 
leaders. It \.,a s due in part to this solidarity and sense of in-
ternationalism that bound the students together that explains why 
so much interest was generated by Haya de la Torrers new Popular 
University in the next fevl years. For the Popular University vias 
the first really concrete attempt to carry out the reform move-
ment' s call to diffuse culture and education to the 10vler classes. 
As Haya \,1aS later to affirm, it \,las the glory of the Peruvian 
youth to have made the first attempt to realistically and effici~ 
ently set about fulfilling the expectations of the movement ,,·[hieh 
began in Argentina in 1918: 
Libre de todo prejucio provincialista y atenta a la verdad 
debo dec ir que corresponde a la jU'ventud del Peru el 
derecho de la vanguardia en este gran movimiento glor~ioso 
de los hombres nuevos de America LatinCj. Creo que muchas 
otras juventudes han sufrido tanto 0 mas que la peruana 
los efeetos de las tiran!as reaccionarias que oprimen,a 
nuestros pueblos con la comp1icidad, ayuda y proteccion 
del imperialismo yanqu{, pero creo. que la juventud del 
Peru ha sido la primera gue ha convertido su dolor en 
rebeldia concrete, en ener~ico impu110 de Clccion eficaz, 
en esfuerzo preciso por senalar ~eal1.sticamente el momento 
h · t" .:J fI '. Lt· 20 1.S or1.CO ue iimer1.Ca a-1.na •••• 
--28Raya de la Torre, From a letter sent to Julio A. Cuello,' 
Santo Domingo, in 1926, in Jose Ingenieros and Raya de la Torre, 
Teoita y rracti9§ de la Ace ion )1eD,9.yadorSl Y Al1ti.imp-er i nlistq de la 
Ju~ntl1d en AmeriCa Laj:;ina (Buenos Aires: 192B), p. 23. 
The Popular Uni versi ty vIa s, in the ,,,ords of the journalist 
and pol,emicist, Jose Carlos Nariategui, "El voto de major tras-
,. 
cendepcia ll of the congress. 29 The first sites chos~n for the nevI 
popular Univel'sity vlere the Palacio de la Exposicion in Lima and 
the textile tmln of Vi tarte. Haya ,.;ent to Vi tarte in October, 
1920, to meet ,,,ith the vlOrlcers and campaign for their support of 
his new cultural project. In December propaganda posters appeared 
in Lima announcing the inauguration of the Popular University in 
January, 1921. The professors ,.,ere chosen? the programs "'lere 
dravTn up, and the public 1.1aS informed of the coming event through 
:the ne'·Ispapers. 
The ·nex.t step ,"as to put into practice the ambitious and 
lofty principles announced in the studentts manifestos and speeche , 
and it vlaS this crucial prC'lgmatic test that vTaS to determine the 
success or failure of the university reform movement. 
.;. -' 
29Jos'e Carlos Hariategui, SieteJnsayos de Interpretaci6n 
~la Realidad Peruana (Santiago de Chile: Editorial Universi-
taria, 1955), p; 102 •. 
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/ 
The propitious inauguration of the Popular University \vas 
a tribute to the thoroughness of the propaganda campaign that pre-
ceded it. All four leading dailies· carried full nevIS accounts of 
the opening of the Popular University, and a round of applause in 
the Senate was accorded the new cultural project. l 
The inauglITal ceremonies were held. in'the Palacio de la 
Exposicion on the evening of January 22nd, 1921. Haya and his 
companion stu,dents from San Marcos, who "lere to be the professors 
of the new Popular University, a\vaited on the great platform 
erected for the occasion while the great hall filled with several 
hundred Indians and vlOrkers from around Lima. After a musical 
rendition, Francisco Sanchez R!os, President of the Association of 
Engineering Students, outlined to the workers the series of lec-
tures on mathematics and science vlhich he planned to offer in the 
Popular University. One by one the other young students from San 
Harco.s stepped up to explain their program to· the assembled 
vlOrkers. 
Directors of the different Syndicates of Lima, the textile. 
\vorkers, the shoe makers, the bakers, also showered encomiuns on 
IHundia,l, January 28th, 1922, p. 20. El Comercio carried a 
news report of the opening ceremonies Qn Page 1, January 2Y-, 1921; 
and the same article appeared in l@ Pr,ens.a, January 24, p. If.. / 
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the cul~ural center. Haya de la Torre spoke last. He announced 
that the Popular University was to be open to all and that all di-
. , 
vergencies in politics or doctrine \vould be respecte"d in the Popu-
lar University. During the ceremony the great anti-alcoholic cam-
paign of the Popular University \'las initiated with the distribu-
tion of propaganda leaflets and posters. After the ceremonies, a 
procession composed of the students and workers was organized in 
the streets. Sleepy Lima \1a s a\'lOken that night by an unheard of 
exclamation as the students and workers chanted, "Viva la Cul-
2 tura!tI 
An editorial in ;a Prensa the next day praised the good 
will of the students in their ne\of effort to unite the brain 'VTith 
the muscle, a phra se borrovled from the yTOrks of Gonza 1~lS- Prada, 
and to teach the workers their'rights and duties as citizens. The 
corollary of this educational process, continued the editorial, 
vlOuld be the beginning of great reforms, ",hich in turn would con-
tribute to the inevitable march of progress. Furthermore, it.was 
expected that the Popular University 'ofould effec~ a veritable edu-
cational transformation among the "lorking class of Peru: 
La Obra de la .. Universidad Popular y de sus maestros sera 
grande y prolifica en prosequir tan nobles finalidades, 
pues formal' aptitudes en las masas que se b~sten a sf 
mismas es obra humana y de justicia. 3 
2Victor· Alba, Hilli~del Movimiento Obre.:co en Ameri£ll . 
,Latina (Mexico : Editorial Limusa v.filey, 196fr)," p. 395 
p. 6. 
3,Lg Prensa, liLa Universidad Popular," January 23, 1921, 
/ 
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, 
.The first professors of the Popular Uni versi ty "Tere nearly 
all professors or students of San Harcos University. They ,,,ere al 
, . 
volunteers who agreed to give their time and effortt gratuitously. 
Raya de la Torre, who had'been designated as Rector, also assumed 
the role of professor of Geography and Social History. Oscar Her-
rera, a science student at San Marcos and who later was to serve 
as second rector of the Popular University and decades later as 
Rector of Villareal in Lima, gave classes in geography and ast-
ronomy. Eloy Vega y Luque from the school of Engineering, taught 
arithmetic. Chavez Herrera, a medical student, taught first aid 
, 
and personal hygiene. Francisco Sanchez Rios, besides his courses 
in science ,gave classes in grammar. Jacobo Hur",i tz, a liberal 
arts student, like,·!ise taught grammar. Luis Bustamante, a medical 
student, gave instructions in hygiene and social medicine. }:lanuel 
Abastos, a la,,, student ,taught social economics. 
, 
Raul Iparra-
guirre, a dental studen~, gave instructions in vocal hygiene. 
Humberto del Aguila, a la,., student, gave' a course in the His'!!.ory 
, 
of the Incan Civilization. Raul Porras Barrenechea, later to win 
fame as an historian, conducted courses 011 American Literature. 
R b t d d . !I-
'0 er 0 Delga 0, me ical student, taught first aid and hygiene. 
Others among the early professors "Tere Enrique Koster, 
Jorge·Basadre, the historian, and; shortly thereafter, Luis Heysen, 
Nicolas Terreros, l!..\ldocio Ravines, and in 1923, Jose Carlos Mari-
. 
ategui. Years later, Nicolas Terreros, Jacobo Hurwitz, Luis 
I 
4-L9 Prensa, January 24,' 1921, p. 4. 
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Bustama~te Etnd Eudocia Ravines \vould become Communists, v,hile 
Hariategui "TOuld form his own Socialist party. 5 Luciano Castillo, 
':Jho also taught in the Popular University, formed a/distinct Socia 
list party. 
The f~rst tvlO locales of the Popular University ,.,ere the 
Palacio de la Exposicion in Lima and the cinema building in 
Vitarte. The Palacio de la Exposicion, which today is the Art 
HuselUll of Lima, had a long and interesting history. Built in a 
classical renaissance style in 1872 under the auspices of the 
:Ministry of Development, it served at different times as a hos-
pital, the city Municipality, the Ministry of Agriculture and in 
. . 6 
1916 as the headquarters of the Student }I'ederation. The Fede-
ration in turn offered the spacious halls of the building to the 
Popular University. At the height of its influence as many as a 
thousand \10rkers ,·,ould gather nightly to hear Haya de la Torre 
expound on social justice or Jose Carlos l1ariategui lecture on the 
nevi Russia. 
.Aw. 
Vitarte in 1920 vIas a sleepy textile town in the valley of 
Ate on the River Rfmac, approximately 10 miles inland from LimEt. 
Raya and his companions had to commute by 'trEiin t\'lice vleekly to 
reach the tOVln for as yet there \vas no paved road connecting it 
81. 
., 
5Lu1~ Alberto Sanchez, Hg.Y:s....de la Torre y el A.Rr.a, pp. 80-
6lnforme del Patromtode la.§....Artes, Carlos Neuhaus 
Ugarteche, (LimC): Office of the Art Huseum). 
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'\:TithLima. The textile plant, Vi tarte Cotton Mill Company, 'Has 
the central source of livelihood for the 800 inhabitants of the 
tm'm. The plant had been founded by a Peruvian, ca{{os ·Lppez 
Aldana ,,,,ho sold it shortly after\'Tards to an Englishman, vJilliam 
Thomas Smithies in 1895. Smithies, until he returned to England 
in the mid-twenties, by virtue of his post as manager of the plant 
viaS de facto mayor o~ the to't:'ln. He sold the cotton produced at 
the mill through the lHlliam R. Grace Company. 7 
But for a small town, Vitarte had an unusually violent 
history of labor conflict. Vitarte's vlOrkersvrent on strike in 
1896, 1911, 1915 and again in 1918. During the fight for the 
eight hour day Vitarte played a central role in the direction of 
the strike. It 'vas during those days that Vi tartefirst became 
acqua inted ,\.;i th the young student leader, Haya de la Torre. In 
October, 1920, Raya traveled out to Vitarte on the '\',eekends to 
organize soccer matches alllong the \vorkers and to engage them in 
discussions on social issues. 8 ,to. 
The lectures in the center in Lima "lere given every even-
ing from nine o'clock to approximately eleven o'clock. In Vitarte 
they were given every Tuesday and Thursday at eight o'clock. The 
first class given in the Palacio de la Exposicion on January 27th, 
7JosefaYar1equ~ de Narquina, El Maestro 0 Democracia en 
MiniaturB (Lima: Libreria J. Alvarez, 1963). This is-a-5hort 
history of the Popular University in Vitarte. 
8Cosslo del Pomar, pp. 73-74. 
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1922, \·ras a lecture by Eloy Vega y Luque on basic mathematics. 
, . 
The next night Chavez Herrera lectured on first aid in the home. 9 
On February 2nd, the first class \-laS given in the Pe1'pular Univer-
sity in Vitarte. The same alternating cycle presented in Lima was 
subsequently given in Vitarte. 
At firstfe1-T \vorkers attended the lectures offered bi-
weekly in the local cinema house in Vitarte. Within a few weeks, 
hm,rever, the classes at the Popular University became the main 
attraction and diversion in the town and environs, and anyt.·lhel'e 
from 70 to 400 Indians and Mestizos, men, 1-,omen and children v[ould 
cro1-,d into the small theater .10 At times, the manager, :t.1r. Smi t-
hies, would attend the lectures. The 1fstudents" came in from the 
neighboring haciendas, many on horseback, to hear the young white 
men from Lima expound on the ne'\V' advances in medicine and science 
as well as the meaning of the nevi political and social movements 
that had become the center of attention in Europe and the United 
States. , 
.... 
In Lima the students ",ere mainly factory '\'!orkel's - many of 
them '\vomen - ,<,ho came from all sections of the city . Some of 
these 'vorkel's \'1ere Indians - Serranos - \,1110 still ''lore the poncho 
and the chuJ-IQ (a multi-colored ,,!Oolen hat '\"'orn by the Peruvian 
9"La Primera Clase de la UniversidadPopular," La PJ;'ensa, 
January 26th, 1921, p. 2. . 
lOyarlequ8 de Marquina, p. 39. Also, private intervie\.T 
held July 27, 1967, 
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Indian~ho inhabits the highlands). Now that Peru had an eight-
hour day the l:lOrkers "lere free to attend the nightly sessions in 
/~ . 
The fashionable Palacio and the green gardens that 
surrounded it "lere favorite sites for leisurely afternoon prome-
nades for the ",ell-dressed of Lima; at night vlOrkers and Indians, 
some of them barefoot, would trespass timidly over the marble 
floors of the Palacio to hear Raya de la·Torre and his young com-
panions lecture. 
Financially, the Popular University operated at prac-
tically no cost •. It received, according to the stipulations of 
the Congress at Cuzco, a monthly budget of 60 soles from the Uni-
versity of San l~arcos.ll But the locales had been off,'ered to the 
Popular University gratuitously, and no textbooks were used. 'The 
students paid no tuition and were tlllder no obligation to attend 
the lectures. Class attendance depended strictly on the ability 
of the professor to attract and hold the interest of his students 
in his subject. 
Propaganda to attract attention to the activities of the 
Popular Universities "las not lacking. 11LPrensa published sum-
maries of the lectures given in thePopula'r University t'vice 1fleek-
ly for the first year of its existence. El Tiempo carried fre-
quent nevTS items on the courses offered at the Popular University 
and ];1 Comerciocarried occasional articles on the activities of 
llChang-Rodr:Lguez, p. 222. 
,.... 
----------------------------------------------------.. ~--.... --~ 
the Popular Universit~.·· A typlcal example of the reporting done 
on the·,P~pular University is this excerpt in La Prensa, entitled, 
"La Actuacion de hoy ,en la Universidad Popular:" /' 
,AyeI', segUn acuerdo, se dirigieron a Vitarte'los Profe-
sores de la nueva entidad de cultura para nuestro pueblo, 
teniend9 lugar, en esapoblacion, una conferencia de~ . 
senor Victor Raul Haya de,la Torre 09upandose dev~r1os 
t6picos importantes, d1ctandose, aAemas, las terceras lec-
110nes de Biologia especial porel senor Oscar Herrer~, de 
Facultad de Ciencias, y G~ometria y dibujo industrial del 
senor Francisco Sanchez Rios, de la Escuela de Ingenieros. 
En la amplia sala de cinema, que estuvo totalmente 
ocupada por obreros y obreras, se die comienzo, una vez 
terminadas las lecciones, a la acostumbrada audicien musi-
cal. 
El senor Haya de la Torre, que en eltrascurso de su 
interesante disertacion fue muy aplaudido, merecio las 
felicitaciones de todos los asistentes. 12 , 
. . . 
. Of a less restrained and more .militant nature was El 
Obrero Textil, the organ of the textile syndicate fou..nded by Jose 
, . 
J' ," • 
, .. ".!.. ,; '. . ' .' Sandoval ,and Arturo Sabrose, a young anarchist who had collabo:", 
rated .'·lith Haya in the eight-"hour day strike in 1919 and '\'lho nm·' 
attended classes at th~ Popular University. Typical prop~ganda 
for the Popular, University ran as fo}lm"s: ';,;.~, 
Trabajadores: 
Intensifiquemos la obra de este centro cultural yes"" 
timulemos con nuestro asistencia, Jos esfuerzos de esos 
incansables bu.enos muchachos de San Marcos, que, despre-
ciando los ep1tetos del HtartufismouIj se han impuesto 
12 1.5L.£J.:§!l§a, Harch 5, .1921, p. 1. 
13From the '-lOrd, "Tartufo, tt meaning a hy-pocri te. Some ' 
critics of the young student"'professorsthought them to be zealous 
sophisticates in th~ir desire to educate the workers. 
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!:n~!~~~~!~~l~abor de culturizar sin ropajes al pueblo 
The young professors did not disdain to tea<;p their clas-
ses "lith the same seriousness and diligence to their illiterate 
and uncultivated students that they vlOuld to a "rell-educated audi-
enee. In his lectures on geography, Haya attempted to synthesize 
his m"n prodigious readings in Hegel, Harx, Spencer in his own 
'<lords and to represent them to his students ",i th pa instaking sim-
plicity and clarity. But more than mere explanation, the young 
student turned professor strove to inspire his eager· listeners 
with the strange and all-embracing influence of geography on man 
and society. This excerpt from one of his lectures reveals his 
o"\'ln thinking on the subject: 
El Hombre, es hi.jo de la tierra; su vida, individual y 
colectiva, se desarrolla en ella dependiendo de sus con-
diciones f!sicas la Historia, la Economia, la Filolog{a, 
la Literatura y el Arte, en una palabra, todos los as-
pectos de la vida social, svrge.o de la Naturaleza, bro-
tan de la tierra, madre comun.l~ . 
The other professors followed suit in attempting to ~e­
create and resynthesize the "lea1th of readings and studies they 
had mastered for the benefit of their student$. Luis Bustamante 
carefully explained to them the relation between public sanita-
tion and personal hygiene, vlhile Humberto del Aguila patiently 
ela bora ted the nevi theory of evolution to his eager audience. 
l4El Obr~QTextil, October, 1922, p. 1. 
15Haya de 1a Torre, Sintesis Fotostaticas de las Clases Y, 
Conferencias dadas en 1a U.P. From the private co:llectiol1 of " 
Victor Raul Haya de la Torre. 
.. 
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.. Raya emphasized the need of a totally nevI approach to com-
mp.nicate v1i th the workers and Indians. The dull academic lectures 
given at San Marcos 'would never do here. The problem was not the 
-
mere fact of lower scholastic attainments on the part of the Indial 
or the vlOrker but rather the great pyschological gap that divided 
them from the middle class students who attended the university in 
Lima. Raya recognized the special status of the student~worker wh 
attended the Popular University at the opening ceremonies in 1921; 
The ",orker-student is neither a little schoolboy nor a 
high school adolescent, nor even a·young man of the 
university: though he has something of the three, he 
still remains very much himself. lb J 
Great emphasis was placed in the Popular University on a 
didactic style '''hich corresponded to the pyschology and background 
of the "lOrkers and Indians. Poste~s, slogans and music were all 
employed to instruct the '\!lOrker. Haya himself would halt his mvn 
lectures midway through not merely to entertain the workers, but 
also to provide a refreshing pause to help maintain his student's 
attention. 17 Didactic posters lined the \valls of the Populaf'· 
University. Many of them contained slogans or refrainsv,hich cap-
sulized the lesson of the day, such as: "S?primamos el alcohol que 
es el veneno de los pueblosJII; liLa Higiene es la base fundamental 
", de 1a Vida!"; "El estudio de laGeografia es basico en toda 
16Humberto Tejera, Mg,estros Indoiberos (Mexico: Ediciones 
Minerva, n~d.), p. 257. 
17Haya de la Torre, Private Intervie,,, held August 11, 1967 
.. 
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nltura.!,18 In Vitarte morality plays "Tere presented on the stage 
f the qinema which housed the, Popular University there. Once a 
,. . 
nonth on a Sunday afternoon the workers put on a shoft morality 
olay to demonstrate the evils of alcoholism or to extol the vir-
ues of hard vlOrk. 19 
Another important part of the cultural program of the Popu 
ar University were ~he musical auditions, health campaigns and 
icnic outings organized for the workers. The Popular University 
frequently offer to the publj_c social nights at the Palacio 
e la Exposicion with both music and dancing. Great emphasis vlaS 
. laced on popularizing Indian fol~lo~e, dances and songs, which 
tlere quite typical and familiar in Cuzco but virtually unkno"Tn in 
ima. Hovrever, even at these social events, the didactic element 
1as always present. On one of these occasions, after a selection 
of typical Indian music had been played, Raya de la Torre addresse 
the a ssen\.bled cro"ld on the theme of "La CuI tura y la Rei vindicacio 
Social. u20 
From the very beginning the Popular University ,-raged a ·'var 
aga inst alcoholism among the '-lOrkers. The young professors '''ho 
taught at the Popular Uni versi ty,.;ere \"ell avTare of the ,-ride 
spread use and consequent damage wrought by local brands of alcoho 
18Haya de la Torre, S1ntesis f..9tostaticas. 
19Yarlequ8 de Harquina, p., l~7. 
20"La Tercera Velada Literario-Husical," La-Erensa, 
March 8, 1921, p. 6. ) 
and the coca- leaf. The:task of leading the Indian or worker 
. a;Long the ;road to self-improve~ent ",ould be totally fruitless. 
as long'as .they spent their energies, physical and "ental, in 
che\ving the leaves of the coca plant or consuming h9me-bre'l;Ted 
aguardiente. No doubt Hayafs membership in the Y.M.C.A. of 
Lima and his ne,,,ly acquired admiration of the Protestant ethic 
through his friendship "lith John MacKay influenced in part his 
own strong personal disdain for the use of alcoholic beverages. 
The professors gave lectures .. and admonitions to the \oTOrkers ori 
the bad effects of drinking at regular intervalS at the Popular 
University and diseminatedliteratureagainst its use at every 
, 
opportunity. They organized picnics on the weekends among the 
"fOrkers ''Thich were characterized by the cOhspicuous absence of 
alcohol. The purpose of these '\ofeekendoU'tingsv18s to impress 
upon the vlOrkers the possibility of. social enjoyment without 
resorting to drink. 
At other times these outings 'toTere organized to foste'r. a 
.... 
greater appreciation of nature, and in particular the natural 
beauty of Peru's countryside. Implicit in the purpose of the 
outings "'as the desire to inculcate a heightened sense of unity 
and e§pti t de corps betv,een the vlorkers and their professors. 
This effort to stimulate the work~rs to appreciate the values 
of the resources of his ov'n country led to the institutionali-
zation of one of these outings, which came to be knovln as ilLs.' 
'E!~ta de l.LPlanta~1I In December, 1921, amidst great 
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vi ties, . the \'10rkers and professors of the Popular Uni versi ty 
p'lanted some 500 young saplings in an open field ,in Vitarte, fol-
1m'led by games and sports contests. Each year the Wiest.9..-de la 
ElantL'vas celebrated in Vitarte '\lTith a mixture of festivity and 
solemnity by thousands of workers from Lima and the su~rounding 
t01:1ns. 21 Years later, during the years of persecution, the 
Apristas "lOuld continue to celebrate the Fiestg de 19...1?l£lnt§ as a 
symbol of resistance. 
Another such feast day \'1a s liLa Fiest§.....i1g,LNi.5.o", founded 
also in 1922 in Vi tarte. The purpose of this feast day ,\,las to en-
kindle in the '"0rkers a greater appreciation. of the need to raise 
a strong and well,;...balanced youth for the national good. 22 
Alop~ with the temperance drive the Popular University 
conducted a sanitation campaign. In January, 1922, the Popular 
University initiated a campaign to prevent the spread of typhoid 
by urging all restaurants and public places to keep their facili-
ties clean and to exhibit large posters describing the danger.s of 
uncleanliness for the benefit of the patrons. 23 Horever, the stu-
dents of medicine '''ho taught in the Popu1ar University gave specia 
instructions to the '\'iorkers on the dangers' of venereal diseases 
and the practice of personal hygiene. 
I ""11'" 
p. 23. 
1922, 
22Yarleque de Harquina, pp. 80-83. 
231118 Campana Contra las l:foscas, II 
p. 2. 
,La Prepsa, 11arch 18,·) 
The social aims bf the Popular University had been loudly 
p,roclaimed, but never clearly defined. Indeed, avoidance of any 
, . 
dogmatic position in politics had been clearly anno~'1ced as a 
basic precept of the Popu.lar Un'iversi ty. The motto of the Popular 
University succinctly smnmed up this non-commita1 stance of the 
Popular University: "La Universidad Popular notiene mas dogma qu 
la Justicia social". 24 Haya invited all factions to enter the 
classroom of his Popular University, although, of course, this 
liberality extended only to those\,Tho shoi,1ed an interest in im-
proving the lot of the Indians and the laboring class. In the 
minds of some of the young student-professors this meant freedom 
to teach the workers the benefits of the new social system of 
Soviet· Russia. Hanuel Abastos lect'Lu~ed on the great achievements 
of Harx and other in prepar·ing the way for the coming social re-
demption of the '\'lOrking cla,sses: 
.. 
El progreso social,e1 ensanche de las instituciones 
socia~es, la difusicin de ideas generosas de cooperacicin, 
la predica constante a oIdos de los capitalistasy los 
gobiernos, la semilla fecunda, E1n fin, que tanto bieries 
ha producido) ge debe a la accion de los apostoles, de, 
los grandes teoricos y hombres de combate, a los propa-
gandistas bien intencionados que desete Carlos Harx tra-
bajan pOI' imponer los ideales de r~clenci6n social. 25 
HOvTever, on the "Thole, the subject of politics and social 
reform "Tas so thoroughly mixed in 'vi th the other lectures and 
I 
I, 
cultural projects that the purely cultural aspect of the Popular' 
p. 4. 
24Hazo , 1.a...Reforma.-Unive].'4sitarin, Vol, IV, p. 110. 
2511Curso de Economia Social, II 19. PrS!l1g, Harch 5, 1921, ;' 
University dominated the general tone of the "lOrk of the· Popular' 
Hni versi ty. Furthermore, those fev·r professors who did preach 
social revolution and praised the progress made in ,.the 'new Russia 
were anarchists with no definite plans or programs of .action 
worked out, and whatever unity of thought or action they might. 
have had "las further dissipated by quarrels among themselves. 26 
On a fe'\'1 occasions the Popular University sponsored pro-
jects that served to channel the social impulses of the'workers 
into concrete action. On Hay 27th, 1921, the 5,000 vTOrkers in 
.: .. 
;~ 
lfit, t: 
the North American operated copper company in La Oroya went on ( .. ' 
",.;. 
A high official of the company "las killed, and the poliC"" •.•..•.. 
".;'" 
strike. 
responded by imprisoning 51 '\tlOrkers. The students and professors ~: 
of the Popular University took up a collection to send food and 
supplies to the prisoners and their families. 27 
Such protest moves were sporadic and spontaneous. They 
represented the lingering anarchical strain left over from the 
protest strikes of 1918 and 1919 before the syndicalist movement 
had gotten under way. Such anarchism also carried with it, in a 
" modified llaY, overtones of the anti-clericalism of Gonzalez Prada, 
'\,'1hose vJOrdd\-1e:re framed on the "Jalls of the Popular Uni ver.si ty: 
"In Peru ther'e are four million 1l1i terates, thanks to the clergy 
26 Eudocio Ravines, Private Interview held July 24, 1967. 
2rl"En Favor de los Presos de la Oroya, It L§.....Prerum, 
June 14, 1921, p. 2. 
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and the poai tic ians" . 28 . 
The Popular University looked upon the task of teaching 
, . 
the Indians to read and ""rite as one of the princi¢il objectives 
implied in the nevI spirit of "Incligeni~". In each Popular Uni-
versitya section for ItInclian Affairs" vIas set up and another for 
adults vlho as yet had not learned to read or write. 29 The Popular 
University also assumed the role of vindica'tor of the rights of 
the Peruvian vlOman. In stark contra st to San Harco's, a large per-
centage of the students a.t the Popular Universities \'Tere "lOmen. 
The Popular University carried on a campaign to Itvindicate lt the 
rights of the '\voman, emphasizing the need to prepare her to take 
her proper role in society: 
Ahora bien: el primer objeto de la campana feminista, es 
prOCUTar la cultura integral y'petfectiva para la mujer, 
que la capacite para bastarse a,si misma, y para el 
cumplimiento de las funciones multiples que Ie asigna 
la sociedad moclerna.30 
Tangible results of the impact of the Popular University 0 
the 'Horkers were evident even a year after its inauguration~ In 
Vitarte alcoholism had virtually disappeared and a spirit of m~n'al 
and social renovation via s in the air. El TiemQ.Q reported that it. 
"Tas observable that many of the ylOrkers haod ceased to flock to th~ 
28Qs.ridad, July, 1923, p. 20. 
29Tb · ~ 
..:..-.ll!,. , July, 1923, p. 9. 
30Ibip.. , July, 1923, p. 11. 
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bar after they had rec.eived their salary on pay day. 31 One former 
student of the Popular University in Vitarte reporte~ that alcoho-
/ 
1ism in that tOVTn had virtually ceased as a result of the vlork of 
the Popular University.32 But most of all, a deep fraternal bond 
had grm1n up bet11een the young students from San Harcos and the 
F l011er class stlldents "Tho atteJlded ~heir cJ_asses. 
Haya himself '-lorked enthusiastically to make a success of 
the Popular University. At times he rose at three in the morning 
to give classes to hotel vTOrkers 1:1ho could not attend the regular 
sessions of the Popular University. 33 And all the '\1hile he COl1-
tinued to pursue his 1 <fvl studies at San Harcos and to rna intain a 
leading role in student politics. The Popular University vTaS un-
questionably dominated by Haya de la Torre. He appointed the pro-
fessors·, organized most of: the cultural and social activities of 
the Popular University, and dre"\v the largest crm-1ds. The editors 
of ~Obrero ~eAtil even felt it necessary to refute in an edito-
rial a statement made by one of their readers v1ho cIa imed that 
Hlthout an Raya de la Torre there liould be no Popular University~4 
Baya himself admired the ability of the derital student, Chavez 
3luUniversidq,d POIDJlar,1l El Tiempo, January 25, 1922, p.? 
32Josefa Yarleque de Harquina, Private Intervievl held 
July 27, 1967~ . 
3'") f· , 8· 
..)1tus Alberto Sanchez, llilXSLde la Torre y e1 Apra, p. O. 
34111a Universidad Popular Gonzalez Pracla ll , E1 Ob;rero 
Texti1, Harch, 1923, p.2. 
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,Herrera, to attract andinspil'e the ,.,orkers in his lectures on 
biology and personal hygiene. 35 
/ 
The first anniversary of the Popular Uni versi ty "Tas marked, 
by the announcement of plans to establish ne"T popular universities 
in other parts of Peru. Within a short period of time six new 
locales for the Popular University "Tere established in Lima alone. 
The first popular university to be established outside of Lima \1aS 
that of Arequipa in January, 1922. The students of the University 
of San Agust1n in Arequipa, as the Student Federation had done a 
fe\., years earlier, at first rejected the idea of a popular univer-
si tyin their midst. But they vTere impressed by the diligence and 
efficiency '<lith vThich the group of student-professors "rho arrived 
from Lima set about establishing the Popular University in Are~ 
quipa. Soon there vTaS general support for the project. The pro-
gram set up in Arequipa corresponded more or less ",ith that in 
\ . 
Lima. Lectures vTere giv'en each night of the vleelr from eight 
thirty to nine thirty. 36 VIi thin the next fev' months popiilar, uni-
versities, extensions of the Popular University of Lima, were. 
established in Callao, Trujillo, Cuzco, Jauja, Chiclayo, and PiUTa 
After the first year of the Popular University, lIa~a ac-
cepted the invitation of the Y .H. C.A., of which he \,ras an active 
member, to attend a youth cOngress in Uruguay. He made use of the 
opportunity to tour many cities in southern Latin America, includ'" 
35m~ya de la Torre, Private Intervie\v held AUg1.1Stll, 19§>1. 
, 36rj'lTiemuo !d:!. __ , ~ ,.1.1-• ... _, January 29, 1922, p. 9. 
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ing Bue~os Aires, where he had an intervie'\" with President 
Xrigoyen, who commended the young student leader for the work of 
his Popular University.3? / 
Indeed, the fame of the Popular University in Peru had 
traveled far and wide. When Haya visited Havana after his exile 
from Peru, he found the Cuban university students eager to set up 
their mm Popular University in imitation of that of Peru. At 
, 
Raya's behest, they founded the Jose Marti Popular University on 
November 9th, 1923. In Chile the Jose Lastarria was founded, the 
Justo Arosemena in Panama, the Emiliano Zapata in Mexico, which 
lasted until 1937, and several others throughout Latin America. 38 
The Commissar of Education of Soviet Union, Alexander Lunacharskii 
vlrote to the students ahd ,",orkers of the Popular University con-
gratulating them for their labor and inviting them to affiliate 
themselves with the Communist party.39 
On July 22nd, 1922, two full years after its founding, 
the Popular University was officially baptized ",ith the name of 
its intellectual precursor, Manuel Gonzalez Prada. As Haya ex~ 
plained years later, he wished to "1ait until the Popular Univer-
sity had become a going success before he aignified it with the 
37cossio del Pomar, pp. 82-83. 
38r.uis Alberto Sanchez, La Unj.versidsd r.gtie0.ru.nericana (Guatemala: Editorial Universitaria d Guatemala, 19 9), pp. 205~20) 
39Haya de la Torre, Impresiones de...1lL.Inglgterr.a Imp"eriCl.J .. -. 
isla y de Is Rusia Sovietica (Buenos Aires: Coleccion Claridad y ) 
Critica, 1932), pp. 119~121. r 
name of the man whom he: admired so greatly, Gonzalez Prada. On . 
t,he.oc~asi,on of the naming, Haya defiantly proclaimed, "La reac-
, 
cioh quiso silenciar e1 nombre de Gonzalez Prada, ~ro en estas 
aulas proletarias tiene hoy su mejor monumento ll • 40 
The high enthusiasm of the students at Cuzco tt-IO years, 
earlier had now become the matured< confidence of men "Tho had made 
a success out of their youthful ideals. The Popular University 
had become a success, and the idea was catching on throughout 
Latin America •. In fact, the Popular University was now beginning 
to overshadow all the other aspects of the' university reform. 
Carrying the culture directly to the people had now assumed an 
import'ance far outvleighing tha t of remolding old structures wi th-
in the older universities. Revitalization of the nation through 
the establishment of centers of popular education and culture 
throughout the nation, sustained by the spontaneous good vlill of 
young university students, nO"T seemed a far more effiCient, rapid-
and daring plan of action than waiting for the older universities 
to train and educate the needed number of scholars and technicians 
who could p~rform the job of raising the educational standards of 
the people. This would take generations to do what the Popular 
University: could do in a decade. 
Furthermore, the Popular University was performing a feat 
that the old University of San Marcos could never do. The daily 
4oCoss Io delPomar, p. 55. 
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fraternizatien ef yeung middle-class university students with the 
\,101'1\:ers ,and Indicns ef the country had broken dmvn the deep social 
barriers that separated the t"l,vO classes that each g~up 'represen-
ted: on the one hand, sons of middle-class professienals in Lima, 
<Jnc1 on the other, cgmpesinos, textile "1Orkers, and domestic ser- ' 
vants. The intellectuals had joined forces with the workers; the 
brain nOV1 functiened as an integral unit vlith 'the muscle. Genz~le 
Prada's dream seemed on the pointef fulfillment. The masses were 
nov1 being m<Takened by the intellectual, and the heur of vindica-
tion was now approaching. 
As Haya surveyed his "l,'lork, he could not help but to. cem-
pare "lith pride his yeung creation, the Popular University, "lith 
the older institution, San'Harcos. His beld designs and expec-
tations for the future of the Popular University are traced eut in 
these, "Torc'ls ; 
, , 
Luego Fllimos mas alla, y al costado de la Universidad 
rejuvencida (San :Harces), pero nada mas que rejuvencida 
porIa revolucion, creamos otra joven, fuerte, e'hija 
suya q'l'.iZ8, pere como hija II zarutustriana", hija venc"e-
dora de la madre: nuestra Universidad Popular "Gonzale~ 
Prada ll , donde fundimos nuestro credo revolucionario y 
nuestros esfuerzos con la rebel ion dolerosa de los 
tra ba jadores. , Ella sera ~1. dia la. va sta Uni vers idaal 
social del Peru que cantara el responso de la otra. 
But, as historical ireny ,·rould have it, the Popular Uni-
versitY"'Ould, indeed, overshado"l,·' the older University, not in 
fanle but in notoriety, not as an educational center but as a 
4lCess io del Pomar, p. '71. 
r~ olitic~l movement. 
" [~, effect this radical change in the destiny of the Popular Universit • 
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The dramatic events of 1923 ",ere soon to 
r---· ------------. 
~i 
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~~ CH,AP~ER IV 
C~ER OE-SOCIAL PROTEST 
. MAY 2,h 1923 / 
President Augusto Bernardino Legu{a had seized pO\ver on a 
, 
tide of popular reaction against the £ivilista regime of Jose 
Pardo. He was accorded the honorary title of IlMaestro de la 
Juventud" by the Student Federation, and to all appearances he 
lost no time in living up to his nevI title. Not only did he de-
fray all the costs of the Congress in Cuzco, but he also made good 
, 
his promises to pass legislation initiating the university reform 
in Peru. He promulgated lavls in 1919 and new ones in 1920 \·,hich 
seemed "to comply \-lith the demands of the university reformers. 
Hmvever, there were certain critics, representing a mino-
rity initially, who. distrusted the new President from the begin-
ning, perhaps recalling his somevlhat sordid and dictatorial first 
term as President from 1908 to 1912. Among these critics vler~ 
three former Journalists of El Tiemno "rho quit in protest over the · 
interference of pro-legu!a factions in formulating ne\vspaper 
- . 
policy. The three, Cesar Falcon, Humberto. del Aguila and Jose 
Carlos Mariategui founded an anti-Legu!a magazine, La Razan, in 
1919. 1 Leguia made one of the fi~st revelations of his real anti-' 
lLuls Alberto Sanchez, ~ de 18 Torre y el Apra, p. 56. 
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liberal intentions by applying pressure on the most brilliant of 
the three, Jose Carlos Mariategui, to depart for Europe on a four 
" . 
year journalistic scholarship, ,.,hich he' did in 1919 r The other 
t\'lO writers later aligned themselves 'YTith the Popular Universities 
as did Mariategui on his return from $,urope in 1923. 
Others, too, began to suspect the purported liberality of 
LeguJ.a. Raya de la Torre headed a list of' thirty-t'\'lO students 
vTho denounced' the Student Federation for according Leguia the' titl 
of 11Maestro de la Juventud If. 2 A speech directed aga inst the uni-
versity policies of the government delivered 'by vIctor Andres' 
, . ,'; 
Belaunde in the university in 1921 was rudely interrupted by a 
government-inspired mob. In protest over this violation of uni-
versity autonomy, the Dean of La"T and Social Sciences, Hanuel 
Vicente Villaran, headed a list of forty-six professors who went·· 
on strike. Through' his Minister of Education, Legu{a denounced 
the professors and closed dO'VlU the university on May 31, 1921.3 
In Harch of that year, Raya 'vrote an editorial in 1s...Erens . 
criticiZing the substitution of the Student Federation by a Uni-
versity Center, which was one of ,the stipulations of the reform 
lavls of 1920. Re felt that this substitut'ion 'vas' really a move 
on the ·part of the government to undermine the university reform 
2 . Ib id. , p. 57. 
, 3Carlos Enrique Paz Soldan, De la Revolucioll-S_la An~-
.9..Yia Universitru:i..€l. (Lima: Irnprenta lIunIOi1rr; 1922), pp. 35-3'6. 
.'J. 
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by imposing a uYankee ll system of education on Peru. 4 
Nor was there any lasting peace on the labor front or in 
, .' 
the countryside. Betwee.n 1921 and 1922 there ",ere 6ver thirty up-
i 
r risings of land-h\lngry Ind~ans in the highlands. The worker' s 
strike at La Oroya in June, 1921, had resulted in violent killings 
and the detention of fifty-one workers.' 
The Popular University, too, had increasingly fallen into 
government disfavor, an inevitable consequence of its campaign to 
stimulate the vTOrkers and Indians to raise their educational and 
cultural level and to become conscious of their social rights; 
Hore and more the Popular Universities were viev.Ted by the conser-
vative elements as hotbeds of radicalism. El Comercio had long 
dropped the Popular Universities from its columns and ~Ien&a, 
, 
",hich had come out fn support of Leguia in 1921 after he closed it 
down and reopened it again, tool{ on a more critical stance tovlard 
the activities of the Popular University. In l1arch, 1923, El 
OQxero Textil, faithful friend of the Popular University, po~nted 
to this mounting attack leveled against it: 
diantes 
Uno de los pretextos que tiene~ los enemigos de la U.P. 
parp justificar su pobre y ridJ.cu1a empresa, es e1 con-
siderar a nuestro centro de libre ensefianza como escabel 
de mezquinas ambiciones, donde se disputa la admiraci6n 
4k.J:;r;:..e,nss, liLa Desaparicion ge la Federacion de 
porIa Nueva Ley de Instruccion", Harch 3, 1921, 
'Alba, p. 396. 
los Estu-
p. 1. 
d~smedidael pasionismo inconsciente de 60S adeptos, para 
. darlemas tarde orientacionesbastardas • 
. To dispel any lingering doubts,. Legula himsej..f' invited' 
Haya to the presidential palace shortly after Haya1s return from 
his trip to Uruguay in the early part of 1922. After a cordial 
but restrained exchange of greetings, the l ~ictator urged the young· 
student leader to accept a government-paid scholarship to Europe'. 
, . 
He further informed Haya that all the formalities of travel had, 
already been arranged through the Ministry of Foreign Relations. 
Haya politely but firmly declined the ttinv1tation".7 The mutual 
distrust' betv.leen the two nOvl solidified lnto open antagonism. 
As the opposition mounted, many of the first enthusiastic 
supporters of the Popular University began to part ''lays w'ith it. 
A core of hardier supporters' remained on: Haya, Lu!s Bustamante, 
. ~'.. .' Oscar Herrera, LuIs, Heysen, Enrique K5ster, Julio Lecaros, Jacobo 
Hur'vitz and Nicolas Terreros. 8 In l'.L8Y, 1923, a neto! illustrious 
name was added to the list of' professors: Jose Carlos Mariategui. 
"'Then Nariategui returned from Europe Haya invited him to lec~ure 
at· the Popular University and to help collaborate in directing 'the 
ne"1 organ of the Worker t s Federation of L~maand the Popular Uni-
versities, Cl§l'idad, vlhich' Haya had. founded in March of that year. 
In I-fay l-Iari'ateguilnitlateda series of lectures at the P&jlacio de 
6&_.9brero Textil, Uta Universidad Popular Gonzalez Prada ll 
Harch, 1923, p.'. 2. 
7Coss io del Pomal', pp. 85-87. 
8Sanchez,- ful.y§ de 18 Torre y ei A:ljXa, p. 122. 
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. . .,... . ., . 151 Expos~c~Qn on the t'World Crisisll in '\<rhich he emphasized the' 
" I 
role of'rE!lvolutionary Russia in liberating the worki~ c.lasses of 
" " / 
RussiCl and Europe. 9 By a cll.rious -- but symbolic --coincidence, 
, . 
the, annoUncement of Mariategui I s' first lecture appeared on 1,fay.23, 
1923, the date on vrhich the Popular University launched its most 
serious venture into politics to date: the protest movement again 
the consecration of Peru to the Sacred Heart. 
, 
The Archbishop' of Lima, Emilio Lisson, who had beenap-
pointed to his See'in 1918 during the administration of Jose Pardo 
announced his intention of publical1y consecrating Peru to the 
Sacred Heart on Hay 23, 1923. 
, 
President Leguia WClS chosen as the 
fitting secular representative of the nation td preside over the 
ceremonies with the Archbishop. A few devout Catholics found it 
some",hat incongruous that a leading Ma son should a ssume such an 
honorific role. Others, 'more politically-minded, questioned the 
integrity of staging a public pageant symbolizing the unity of 
", 
Church and State, not merely because such rituals had become,ana-
chronistic by 1923, ,but primarily because it Was to be conducted 
by a dictator and a strongly conservative 'spo!tesmanof the upper 
cle+gy who pretended to represent the popular will of the Peruvian 
people. Furthermore, it was suggested that Legu!a "rascynical1y 
using the ceremony to court the Catholic vote. lO 
9La Croni£.9,; "LCl Universidad Popular", May 23, 1923, 
lOHaya de la Torre, Private lritervievl held August 
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\veeks before the announced date for the ceremony, Haya de 
la Torre galvanized a number of dissident elements into a unified 
movement to protest the projected consecration. He ~gitated 
through the Student Federation to stir up support for the protest 
move among the university students. He attracted many friends 
from the Y.l1.C.A., the Hasons, Protestants, Catholics, anarchists 
and a large mass of workers from his Popular University. Prompted 
by eli verse motives, this anomalous amalgamation vias held together 
by the desire to accomplish one single objective: to protest and 
prevent the holding of the consecration ceremonies on Hay 23rd. 
On Hay 19th, the Popular University, "'hich spearheaded the 
movement, issued the first of several polemical manifestos which 
filled the editorial sections of the major dailies. The manifes-
tos invoked all "Free men of Peru" to form a united front to .block 
the projected consecration: 
Estudiantes, Obreros, intelectuales, empleados, perio-
distas, hombres libres todos del Pe~u: Formemos el FRENTE 
UNICO ante la proyectada consa~racion de la nacion Peruana 
a la efigie del Corazon de Jesus. 
La docencia estudiantil de las Universidades Populares 
Gonzalez Prada de Lima y Vitarte, ampliando la protesta an 
teriormente formulada ante la nretendida consagracion de 
la Republica al Corazon de Jesu~, .invoca la adhesion de 
todos los hombres libres del pals, y acuerda: 
Constituir el IlFrente Unico", sin distincion de credos 
religiosos, politicos 0 sociales a fin de impedir que la 
imposici6n del clericalismo ofenJa con la proyectada cere-
monin, el privilegio de libertad de conciencia que la 
Nacion debe garantizar en sumaxima amplitud •..• ll 
1.1 La Cr6nica, Hay 2tr-, 1923, p. 10. Virtually the same 
appeal appeared in El Tiempo on Hay 21, 1923, p. 2. 
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. Two days later,. on May 21st, a circular signed by Augusto 
Rodriguez Larrain, Manuel Seoane, Haya de la Torre, Cesar Vallejo, 
Jacobo Hur''1itz, Jorge Basadre and others, was passed<am~ng the 
university students c:alling them to meet the following day at San"" 
Marcos University to formulate a plan of action. 12 On the after-
noon of the 22nd, the students from the Departments of Philosophy, 
History and Letters and the worker-students from the Popti.lar Uni-
versities of Lima and, Vitarte assembled in the University court-
yard. Jacobo Hurwitz spoke first exhorting the students and wor-
kers to affiliate themselves with a ney, organism, the ULeague 'of 
the Free youth of Perun (La Liga de la Juventud Libre del Peru) " 
. 
which had been especially· created for the occasion to unite the 
disparate· protesting elements into one single movement. It was 
sponsored and made up of in large part by the students of the 
Popular University. Haya spoke next and called for the formation 
of a United FrOl1:t Committee (Comite de Frente Unico),· composed of 
representatives of the dissident factions to organize the direct 
.. -
the protest march. Haya ended the meeting ",ith the foreboding. 
peroration: "Nanana vamos al laboratorio de la accic5npara un? 
gran experiencia".13 
The following afternoon, WednesdaY, r~y 23, 1923, the day 
of the "Great Experiment lt , the protest march vIas set in motion. 
p. 4. 
12~1 ComerciQ, "Gran Asamb1ea Universitaria", 14ay 22, 1923 
r' 
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Haya led an orderly procession of several thousand 1Irorkers and 
students through the streets of dO"vrntm{n Lima tovlard the Cathedral 
, . 
/ plaza. In the plaza, vIithin hearing distance of the Presidential 
palace,he delivered .a fiery harangue in defense of freedom of 
thought. The meeting vTasabruptly scattered by the sudden appear- . 
ance of mounted cavalry who galloped through the plaza. Defiantly 
the protesters continued to parade through the streets. TvlO 
blocks from the university shots 'vere fired and a student, Hanuel 
Alarcon, and a vTorker, Salom6n Ponce, vlere killed "Thile many other ~ 
vIere vlOunded. 14 
The shock of this brutal government retaliation provoked 
a vlave of heated c01Lnter-protests from the students and vlOrkers. 
The next day, Thursday the 24th, the Popular University issued a 
manifesto summoning all the vl0rkers and students of Peru to join 
in a nation-wide strike .15 The vartous syndicates and '\"orker I s 
groups in Lima promptly joined the ne1:1 protest move. Typical of 
the denunciatory declarations that crov,ded the editorial sections 
of the ne\'!spapers vTaS this statement from the Printer f s syndicate: 
La Federaci6n Grafica del Per~ ante los inauditos crtmenes 
de la civilizacion, perpetrados por la gendarmer!a en los 
d!as miercoles y jueves, en las personas de indefenos es-
tudiantes y obreros, deja constancia por resolucio'n de 
As§mblea de la Fecha, ge su mas ~nerg~ca protesta; y en 
senal de derecho acordo la paral1.zacion de sus labores y 
adherirse en todas sus partes a los acuerdos tornados por 
14Cosslo del Pomar, p. 90. 
151a..Qrg.n.iQ..a. If La Protesta de la Universidad Popular 
Gonzalez Prada ll , Nay'24, 1923, p.3.· 
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los estudiantes d66 las uni versidades de San Narcos y Donz~lez Prada. l 
·The reference to the Gonzalez Prada Popular ,Yniversity in 
the declaration clearly reveals the key role that the Popular Uni-
versity played in instigating the protest movement. Tense and 
chaotic street "Tarfare broke out bet"Jeen students and \'lOrkers of 
the Popular Universities and government forces. A meeting of the 
ra ilvlay \'TOrkers of Callao organized by the professors of· the Popu-
lar University \vas dispersed by an assault of 'Ghe police on Hay 
24th.17 On the 26th El Comercio printed an editorial ''lhich con-
cluded that the real popular vlill of Lima had been expressed by 
the students and workers in denolmcing the imposition of the pro·· 
jected consecration of the country: 
Los diarios, los estudiantes de San r.iarcos, las escuelas 
especiales, las instituciones obreras ya hablan expresado 
la voluntad dE! Lima definidamente adversa a 1a consagra-
ci6n en masa del·pals, a un s!mbolo de la religion cato-
lica .US 
The same editorial prefaced the decree of Archbishop Lis-
son suspending the cel"emonies. In the first article of the decree 
the Archbishop accused the protesters of converting the consec-
ration into a ",eapon against the govern.ment and 1I 0 ther social in-
stitutions: "que la proyectada consagraciol1 de la nacion al 
Sagrado COI8zon de JesllS se ha convertido en arma contra el Go-
1923, 
161.9.....C;rc5nica, "Protesta de la Federacion Grafica ll , Hay 25, . 
p. 11. 
17L9 Cronica, Nay 25, 1923, p. 11. 
18El Come;rcio, May 26, 1923, p. 3. 
/ 
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bierno leg1timamente,establecido y contra las instituciones so-
ciales". 19 
.~ # ~ 
The matter '\vould not rest "lith a mere hiera~hical ,fiat. 
On Hay 28~h, another grand assembly of students and vlOrkers' was 
held at San Narcos. 14anuel Villaran, the Rector, uneasy at the 
sight of the mass of vlOrkers vTho converged on the university and 
perhaps fearful of hO"1 this spectacle migh appear to the govern-
ment forces, asked the workers to remain outside while the stu-
dents held their deliverations. 20 Part of Villar an's fears stemm. 
from the repeated accusations in La Prens,a and other goverrunent 
sources to the effect that the Popular Universities had become 
Ii ttle .soviets of students and '\'1orkers modelled on those of revolu 
tionary Russia. Accordingly, one of the principal items on the 
agenda \'las ho\'1 to deal ",ith these accusations. Haya de la Torre 
urged the adoption of a resolution to boycott La Prens.§., "lhich the 
students seconded. 21 However, when a proposal '\lIaS made to form a 
permanent Student-vJorker Committee, Haya opposed it on groun~s 
that the creation of such a COllllnittee at that delicate moment ~10 
only serve to justify the accusations leveled against the Popular 
Universities by the government press. 
Haya's warning was cut short by a case of laryngitis and 
19 Ib i 9: ., p. 3 • 
20El.TiemJ2o, lvIay 29, 1923, p. 1. 
21~a Cr6nica,:Hay 29, 1923, p. 2. 
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he was unable to continue. He was ordered to bed and it was in 
this helpless state that he discovered that the Student Federation 
, . 
had overruled his objections and organized it studen?\llorker Com-
mittee. -\'lhen he learned of the attack directed against the new 
organism by the government, however, he promptly defended it. 22 
The committee was short-lived, but it lived long enough to con-
tribute more damaging evidence against the Popular Universities. 
Popular sentiment was so manifestly against the government 
that Legula's initial reactions to the situation were cautious and 
. . , , ' 
relatively moderate. The Popular Universities continued toftinc-
tion and to place announcements in the ne:Vlspapers assuring their 
students that the lectures in the Student Federation. "Tere .still 
being given with complete regularity. 23 Such reassurances ",ere 
premature, however, for on July 16th the police disrupted with gun 
fire the influgural ceremonies for the new Popular University of 
Callao he+d ini the l:9lag,lodela ExPQSicibn. 24 A premoni~ion of 
'I.'l,hatthe goyernment I s n~t step would be came when Haya,,,as ~p­
pr0ac.q~d:by .the son of a high government official who informed.him 
that the government ,,,ould compensate him with 30~00Q soles and a 
monthly pension of 1,000_soles if- he'vlould absent himself from 
Peru. Haya sent the emissary back "lith a negative response .25 
22Sanchez, Haya.de laTo~rey el AD1:a, p. 129. 
23El Tiemng, June 2, 1923, p. 2. 
24Q..l.sxidad, July,. 1923, p. 20. 
25coss!o'del Pomar,.p. 93. 
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Sporadic arrests and intimidations by the police kept the 
students and ,vorkers ale.rt to the precarious situatiqn ~n ,.,hich 
/ 
they conducted the Popular University. In October Haya '-las pre-
sented for another term (for the period from October, 1923, to 
October, 1924) as President of the Student Federation. His prin-
e ipal opponent 'va s 11anuel Seoane, '-lho personally favored Haya, but 
felt that the domination of the Student Federation by certain 
student-professors of the Popular University "lith anarchical lea-
nings, among them Nicol~s Terreros, Jacobo.Hurvlitz and Eudocio 
Havines, ought to be challenged. The students vlere in the process 
of debating the qualifications of the bro popular candidates "Then 
the electrifying ne\V's arrived of Haya t s arrest and imprisorunent 
on the island of San Lorenzo off the coast of Callao. 26 
Once again the fuse of a dangerous situation had been ig-
nited. A delegation of workers and students delivered a protest 
message to El Comercio announcing that they "lOuld stage another 
. 27 general strike if Haya "lere not immeoiately released. La Pr~ 
virtually ignored the event and continued to insinuate in its . 
editorials that Haya \'laS secretly an agent of Soviet Russia .28 
The \'lOrkers and students together called a general strike that 
paraly·zed the city for forty-eight hours. On October 5, La Pren.§£.. 
26Sanchez, B§l.Yfa de laTor~§..JL.el Apra~ pp. 131-132. 
27El Comercio, October 4, 1923, p. 3. 
28 La Pren§a, Octob~r 5, 1923, p. 3. 
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reported that all trains, streetcars,cabs, electrical 'Works, and 
. , 
textile'mills had grinded to a halt and that the city ,,,asleft in 
total darkness throughout the night. 29 Squadrons o[~ ge~darmes 
roamed the streets on the lookout for groups of students and wor-
kers. A trainload of armed troops descended on the small town of' 
Vitarte and killed t"TO workers in the angry crmvd that gathered 
at thetrainstation. 30 
In the meantime, Haya went on a hunger strike in his cell 
in the old COlonial prison-fortress, Re<;ll Felipe, on the island of 
San Lorenzo. On the sixth<day of his, imprisonment, Leguia issued 
the order for his deportation, and on October 9"Haya was placed 
on board the ship Nevada en-route to Panama. 3l 
Deprived of their leader, the students and workers called 
off the general strike in despair. Besides imprisoning Haya, the 
government also closed down the Popular Universities and their or::.. 
gan, Cl§r;1d§d. ,HovTever, in the belief that the main sbu~ce of 
trouble had been -r'emoved, the government permitted the Popular 
Universities'to reopen in January of the follovling year. The ·stu-
dents and 'IllOrkers set about reorganizing themselves in the absence 
of their ,leader. Oscar Herrera assu.raed the title of Rector of 'the 
Popular University and Jose Carlos Mariategui took over. the direc--
tion of Clarid§d. 
29l&....Eren~m, October 5, 1923, ,p. 6 
3~1 Obre;t'o Text!l, November, 1923, p-. 1. 
31Cosslo 'del Pomar, pp. 96,,:,100. 
With Haya removed from the scene, Marifttegui emerged as 
the undisputed center of attention and natural leader of the Popu-
, -
/ lar University. He '-Tas the only professor in the Popular Univer-
sity vTho had 'von fame in his own right before coming to teach 
there. As a matter of fact, years later he rejected the notion 
that he ovled his fame or his political ideas to the Popular Uni-
versity; on the contrary, he attributed his development to his 
career as a journalist which preceded his involvement in the Popu-
lar University. 32 The workers respected him because they kne\1 
that he had begun as a worker himself. The intellectuals were en-
thralled by him because he "Tas brilliant and knev' hOVl to present 
his ideas ",ith force and convictions. Though Oscar Herrera was 
the Rector, it "'as Hariategui who drev.l the biggest cro",ds ang set 
the ideological tone of the Popular University.33 
11ari~tegui I s first reaction to the Popular University ;,Then 
he returned to Peru ""as one of skepticism. His studies in Harxism 
and his contact with the Maximalists of Italy convinced him qf the 
need to groUIld the class struggle in rigorous scientific princip-
les and to conduct the struggle ;,lith efficiency and discipline • 
. 
He 'VIas disconcerted by the lack of a ,·;ell-defined class conscious-
ness in the Popular University and by the somei;lhat formless orien-
tation that guided it. Years later, after he had definitively 
32Ricardo Hartinez de la Torre, Vol. II, p. 336. 
33Eudocio Ravines, Private Interview held July 24-, 1967 .. ' 
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<," broken ''lith Haya, he referred to the Popular University as an 
"Instrumento de dominio intelectual de la pequeiia-bu:r:gu~sia.tl34 
/ 
In making this charge, Mariategui seemed to agree with earlier 
critics who accused the young student-professors of pretentious 
naivete in their attempts to raise the cultural level of the 
\'lOrkers. But unlike the earlier critics, he believed that the, 
students were going in the right direction; what they lacked was 
greater discipline and clarity in their ultimate objectives. He 
felt that the attempts of the students of San Marcos to diffuse th 
benefits of Itmiddle class" to the poorer classes tended to dis-
tract them from their true mission, vlhich vTas to destroy defini-
tively the upper class that exploited them. As long as the em~ 
phasis of the Popular University lay on raising the 'ltlOrkers to the' 
level of middle class culture, }farH~tegui believed that the Popu-
lar University could not seriously address itself to the real 
problems of the workers. 
Nevertheless, Hariategui had returned from Europe ",ith the 
intention of working for the establis~~ent of a class party, and 
he found the Popular University a useful platform where he could 
develop his ideas and attract a follm.ring :35 
\Ilhen he learned that the Popular Universities 1;lere going 
34R5.cardo l1artinez ge la Torre, Pri vate Inte~vievl held 
July 7, 1967. Ricardo l<iartinez de la Torre '-las Hariategui1s 
secretary and co-founder of IVtariategui I s Socialist Party. 
35Hartfnez de la Torre, Vol. II, p. 258. 
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to spearhead a move to block the consecration of Peru to the Sa-
cred Heart, he nt first objected on grounds that this kind of ac-
, . 
tivity smacl{ed of old-fashioned anarchism "1hich vTas/ineffective 
because it was sporadic, unorganized and vTOrst of all, it empha-
sized short term goals over long term objectives. 36 He later re-" 
conciled himself to the protest movement and recognized the really 
dramatic significance that the events of Nay 23 held for the 
Popular University, because that day marked the end of the Popu-
lar University as a purely cultural project and its blood bapt.i.sm 
as a center of social protest: 
El 23 de l>1ayo revelo el alcance social e ideologico 
del acercamiento de las vanguardias estudiantiles a las 
clases trabajadoras. En esa fecha tuvo su bautizo his- . 
torico la nueva generacion qu.e, con la colaboraci-on de 
circumstancias excepcionalmente favorables, entro a ' jugar un rol en el desarollomismo de nuestra historia, 
elevando su accion del plano de las inquietudes estu~ 
diantiles a1 de las reivindicaciones colectivas 0 sociales 
Este hecho reanime e impulse en las aulas las corrientes 
de revolucion universitaria, acarreando'el predomihio de 
latendencia izquierdista en la Federacion de Estudiantes, 
reorganizada poco tiempo despUE3s, ¥ sobre todo, en las 
asambleas estudiantiles que alcauzo entonces un tono ,_ 
maximo de animacion y vivacidad.37 
li'or Nariategui, the 23rd of HaY was the crucial moment ",he 
the students'left behind their naIve notions of reforming Peru by 
merely exerting themselves to raise the cultural and educational 
level of the lTOrkers and Indians. He proceded to expound to the 
36 . ' Ibid., p. 467 
37Jose Carlos Hariategui, Sie~e Ensavos de .Interpretsci,o,n 
de la Realidad Pe,ruSlna(Santiago de Chile: Editorial Universitari.8 
1955), p" 104 
·.". 
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,vorkers in a series of lectures the role of the Russian revolution 
as the vanguard of the coming liberation of the worki~g classes of 
the "lOrld. 38 In emphasizing the need for unity, sOl~darity, and 
above all else, discipline, he clashed with many of the anarchists 
. 39 
'I:1ho taught or studied in the Popular Uni versi ty. Nevertheless, 
he rapidly ga ined a "Tide audience sympathetic to his ideas. The 
increased gover~~ent persecution after May 23rd only served to 
svTell Hariategui r s audiences. 
The organ of the \'lorkerf;s Federation of Lima and of the 
Popular Universities, Cla..r:idad, had been closed dm'Tn after IIaya r s 
deportation in October. However, as a result of agitation by the 
Peruvian 'l;lOrkers and the embarrassment caused the Peruvian govern-
ment "1hen Cuban uni versi ty students, ''iho had organized the Jose 
Nart! Popular University, demonstrated before the Peruvian lega-
tion in Habana, the government reluctantly permitted C1ari!i§.dto 
function once again. lrO The ne\-! Claridad that appeared in. January, 
1924, symbolized the radical departure from the more or less.Ul1-
defined political orientation of the pre-May 23rd days to a more 
doctrinaire socialist stance. 
Haric~tegui f S forceful and concise style as editor of 
Clgridgsl attested to h1s journalistic background, and his ideolo-
gical convictions accounted for the polemical and at times abra-
38See page 11-. 
391;lart!nez de 1a Torre, Vol. II, p. 258. 
40St3nchez, H9.ya d§.).a To~r...~.:LQ1- An)'ft, p •. 148. 
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sive tone of the articles and editorials he authored. He an-
l10unced the nevl class character of the Popular University, ,·,hich 
\·Tould no .... ' expressly function as an organ of protest 'gainst the 
goverlnnent. In the January issue he stated: 
l,as Universidades Populares no son institutos de agnostica 
e inc610ra ext"ension universitaria. Son escuelas de cul-
tura ,revolucionaria. SOl1 escuelas de clase. Son escuelas 
de renovacion. No viven adosadas a las academicas ofi,.. 
ciales ni alimentadas de limosnas del Estado. Viven del 
calor y de la savia populares. No existen para 1a simple 
digestion rudimentaria de la cultura burguesa. :Existen 
para l~ elaboracion y 18 creaci6n de la cultura prole-
taria.4-1 
Mariategui then compared the Popular University to the 
Narxist schools of Paris "lhere the vwrlcers studied and discussed 
the historical significance of Harx, Lasalle and Jaures, and the 
schools organized by the independent Labor party in England \'There 
Bertrand Russell and other intellectual leaders debated the eco-
nomic' problems of, England and the \'lOTld. The Popular Uni versi ty 
";as really, claimed Hariategui, a universal proj ect vThich, sprang 
from the common social conditions of the times. 42 
A few years later at the sixth anniversary of the founding 
of the Popular University, Mariategui addressed the ",!orkers on the 
significance of the Popular University. The University had,gone 
through two stages in its development, ~~riategui observed. In 
the first, vlhich ended on J.fay 23rd, 1923, the Popular Uni versi ty 
l~lQlp.ridad, !tEl Rumbo de la Universidad Popular ll , Janu.ary, 
1924, p. 5. 
It-2 Ibid ., p. 5. 
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consolidated the "TOrlters and broke the class bounds that tied them 
to the Civilista regime. But in the second stage, dominated by 
Harifltegui, the Popular University took a more crittcal vie,,! of 
the struggle and defined its objectives much more sharply. Where-
upon Haribtegui proposed the formation of a sociological seminar, 
'I:Thich ",ould be the nucleus of the Popular University, to study and 
apply the 1·1arxist historical analysis to the problems of Peru. 43 
The fact that Haya r s cultural center for vTOrkers had taken 
a definite turn tovlard the left since his exile vias not al\vays 
readily admitted, hovTever, by supporters of the Popular University 
El Obrero Textil answered charges that the Popular University was 
a center of Bolshevism by pointing out that the role of that cen-
ter of education was to prepare each individual to forge for him-
self a free conscience and therefore, it vlaS argued, the Popular 
Uni versi ty could not adhere to anyone particular ideolOgy.11-4 
However, this claim, for all its logical validity, was be~ied by 
certain obvious manifestations that the students of the Popular 
Uni versity had, in fact, adopted a \'Tell-defined ideological posi-
tion. The dedication of an entire issue of E1 Obrero Texti1 to 
Nicolai Lenin on the occasion of his death in January, 1924, 
should have left 110 room for doubt as to '-That that ideology "las. 
43 ' ~ l1a'rtll"+ez de la Torre, Vol. II, p. 271. 
L(JI-El.,Obrero Textil, April, 1924, p. 1. 
45Ibid., February, 1921l-, 
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The early parter 1924 \'las marked by premature hopes of 
overcoming the difficult times as tensions eased up. ~Th!3 annual 
/ 
nest~ la Pl ~ was celebrated in Vitarte on January 30th \-lith, 
festivities and games. In May, Oscar Herrera described in optimis 
tic terms the gro'\oTth 'and progress of the Popular Uniyel'sities 
throughout Peru. Besides the Popul~r Universitiesl~ Lima, 
Vitarte, Callao, Trujillo, Arequipa, Jauja, Chicla~o, Piura, and 
the many branch divisions in the suburbs near Lima, there werene\,T 
ones in Huacho, Puno, Huaraz, Cuzco, Ica, and even in the fa,r al'1ay 
jungle province of Madre de Dios. 46 In Vitarte the number or 
1:lOrkers attending the lectures at the Popular University'had 
reached an all time high.47 
The Popular Univ~rsity oflca in southern Peru reported 
thatasa result of the pressure applied by the five thousand 
organized \'lorkersof the Popular University, the local p.S\mona.1.e~ 
had been forced to do a\,lay ,\<1i th their instru..rnents of punishment, 
ra ise "rages, and· grant an eight...;.hour day. Hm'Tever ,'this same-
report also adverted to the increasedresistence-of the local 
authorities to these activities of the'Popular UniV'ersity.48 
Un~er }'fariategui the Popular University also took on a greater 
interest in the international front. In January, 1924, the Popu- . 
t~6 1..Q1Q.. i Hay, 192~·, p. 3 
47El-Obre;coTextil, May, 1924,p. 3. 
48Ibid ., July, 1924, p. 3. 
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lar University issued an appeal for aid for the beleaguered German 
"JOrkersduring the French occupation of the Ruhr .l~9 
, 
Tov.Tard the middle of the year the Legu!a regime set a bout 
''lith greater earnestness and severity to complete the business 
whi~h "Ta s left unfinished after deporting Raya de la Torre. In 
June, 1924, Nicolc!s Terreros \'las arrested for instigating a pro-
test on behalf of the Popular Universities against the miserable 
"wrIting conditions of the miners in La Oroya. 50 In September 
the government unleashed a full scale retaliation against the 
Popular University by closing dO'\vn the Popular Universities in 
Trujillo, SalaverrY,Arequipa, Cuzco, Lima, Vitarte and Barranco. 
The Popular University of Lima managed to ,.,eather the storm and 
survive until 1927, but one by one all the other Popular Univer-
sities throughout Peru closed dovm under police repression by the 
end of 1924. 
HOVlever, the government delivered an even more cr~ppling 
blm'l to the Popular Universities vrhich eventually proved' to 1;>.e 
fatal. Bet\'teen September, 1924, and the early part of 1925 the 
leading professors of the Popular Uni versi ty of Lima "Tere all 
. -' , 
imprisoned and nearly all deported: Oscar Herrera, Lu~s Busta"'" 
mante, Eudocio Ravj.nes, Jacobo Hnr"litz, Nicolas Terreros, Julio 
l~9 ill.€l.r.idad, January, 192'-:-. 
50El Qbr.gro T§2;tD. ,June, 1924·. 
51clar~~ September, 1924, p. 6 .. 
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Leccaros,. Luis Heysen,Esteban Pavletich, Manuel Seoane, Enrique· 
Iilister, .an,dRoberto I Delgado. 52 Along with the professors, many 
/~ . 
of the lead'ing syndicalists and '\oTorkers in the Popular University 
'Tere also ~xpelled from the country. The deported workers and 
students congregated in Buenos Aires, Santiago de Chile, La Paz, 
avana, Paris,and Hexico. 53 
With this latest blm'I, a state of panic set in. Afte!' 
eportation of Oscar Herrera and Eudocio Ravines, E1 Ob:rero be{;til 
ublished this denunciation of the' enemies of the Popular Univer-
sity ,follm'led by a ters:e' but vivid description of the desperate 
situation of the Popular ,University: 
Con el nuevo atrf)p~llo a la libertad, significado en la 
violenta deportacion de los profesores de la U.P.G.P. 
Eudocia. Ravines y Oscar Herrera, se exhibe de cuerpo 
entero la intencion burguesa, largo tiempo madurada, 
. de desapare.cer la Universidad Popular. 
. 'Hoy, que factores varios adormecen la actividad 
de 1a orf$anizacion ysus hombres, parece que alienta 
los propositos opresores ~ada vez mas creados POl' la 
indolencia. La U.P.G.P. atravieza enestas instantes 
e1 peri~do mas cri~ico de su existencia: el dileme es 
VIDA 0 HUERTE .••. 5 ,." 
Appeals for help vrere in vain. ivith the elite of the pro-
"'ossors and students deported, and J-iariategui becoming increasingl 
ed-l'1dd,en as a :result of his tuberculosis~ the Popular University. 
, 
w-as left acephalous and disorientated. After it 1;.laS barred from 
p. 10,9. 
52Gabrie1 del Hazo, IJ§lRet'ormg Univer§.iisp,:i,a, Vol. IV. 
53Martlnez d.e la Torre, Vol. II, p. 272. 
54El OQJ;'ero Textil, Janv,ary, 
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Palacio de la Exposicion in 1923, the Popular University of Lima 
began operating from different meeting pIa ces of the ,vTo~ker f s Fe-
/ deration of. Lima • After 192'+, these meetings of the Popular Uni-
versities tended to be secretive gatherings vlhich vlere called to 
put ,on a shoH of resistence to the government. The tone of the 
discussions was overtly political and little pretense was made of 
. 
fulfilling the original purely cultural finality of the Popular 
University. 
The great experiment in popular education in Peru had 
shuddered to a dismal halt. The dreams of the youthful reformers 
of three years earlier had turned into disappointing illusions. 
All expectations of a great cultural flmvering among the Peruvian 
'vTorkers or a radical !TIoral transformation among the Indians had 
nm-; been abruptly curtailed and frustrated. Furthermore, by 
exiling the reformers, the goverl1ffient had effectively forstalled 
an;v immediate revival of a popular educational movement f9r vTOrker 
or Indians. Yet, as the events of the next fe\1 years vlere to. 
demonstrate, the government had underestimated the creative capa-
ci ty and zeal of the deported students. For in exile they vTOuld 
br.ing into existence a political movement ,,·,hich not only fulfilled 
the orj.ginal objectives of the Popular University on a much vaster 
scale, but \'Jhich also became the most pm.rerful mass movement in 
modern Peruvian history , the Alia1lza._Po12.lllar Ji§ygllwtonaria....A,m.ex=1-
£.Sllil., popularly knoun as the Aura or the Aprista movement. 
CHAPTER 'v 
THE POPULAR UNIVERSITY AND THE APRISTA MOVEMENT 
. -- - /-
victor Raul Haya de la Torre ~as nearing the eighth year 
of his exile from his native land when he heard the news of the 
fall of Legu!a. The years of exile had been productive. Haya and 
his companions in exile had utilized that period to buila' up an 
effi~ient and disciplined party apparatus which "'as geared to go 
into action the moment the way was cleared in Peru. 
, Haya made use of those years to school himself thrQugh wld 
travel and reading. After he proclaimed the principal point~ of 
his Aprist~ program in 14exico in 1924, he visited Russia where he 
was impressed by the achievements of the new worker's state, al-
though he was far l,ess enthusiastic about the possibility' of ap-
plying Russian Communism to Latin America. l After a trip through 
", • '. -' , ' , • 1 
, 
Switzerland and Italy, he reached England in 192~. In London. hEf 
.' 
studied at the University of London and wrote his first article in' 
English, lI~fhat is Apra II in the Lgbou;cMonthly. 2 
: ; ... 
:W:rpn,l Itong.on Haya ,,,ent to Paris wher? he established the 
:first Aprista cell, composed of Peruvian students and writers 
". i' ~ 
: ': ,1!Haya de l'a Torre,Impre§iQn~~L~Js InglaterraI1n~~.§).-
,i,§ta.~ la Rqllig, SOvietiCj (Buenos Aires: Coleccion Claridad 
ItAcc~on y Crlt,ica it 1932' 
. " , 
2Haya de' la Torre, "What is Anr.s?1f Labour Monthly 
Vol; ,8, (December, 1926), 757):759 
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living in Paris.3 In January, 1926, the Aprista cell of Paris 
· . 
staged thef:i,rst anti-imperialist congress of the movement. The 
, . 
Aprista ideology was developed during long hours of 'Clebate and 
discussions at meetings held by the Aprista cell in Paris. In 
1927. Haya attended the World Anti-imperialist Congress in Brussels 
in which he engaged in debates with communists on.thecorrect 
tactics foT. dealing with imperialism. It was here that Haya de-
finitively rejected the communist solution to the problem of im-
perialism~4 ~e systemat;iJcallY developed his own thinking on the 
subject bf'· impertalismin his first book,Por 19 EmaD£1IH!cion~ 
1~Americ9 L~1na, which he published in 1927 shortly after a 
visit to. theUnitedStates. 5 After a.trip to Mexico and Central 
America, Haya "laS apprehended in the Canal Zone by the police and 
, 
deported to GermahY ",here he remained until 1931. 
The years of exile afforded Haya time to think and reflec 
on the main ideas of his Aprista program. His extensive ~ravels, 
while they did not effect any major change in the essentials .. oi' ' 
his ideology , did give him a greater "10rld perspecti va andaws're-
ness of the real complexity of the problems of underdeveloped 
countries ~ He made many friends in the very nations ",hich posed 
, the greates imperialistic Jlthreat" to Latin America, England and 
3Co$s1o del Pomar, p. "132. 
4Haya de' la Torre, El Antij.Jl1!illrialismo y e1. Al2I.s (Sant'iago 
de Chile: editorial Editorial Ercil.la, 1936')," p. 48. 
5coss10 delPomar,. p. 169. 
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the United States. Partly asa result of these friendships and 
partly .as a result of his own extensive studies in the economics 
of imperialism, he found it necessary to reject a~conspiratoriai 
, : 
notion of imperialism and to describe imperialism as a purely 
economic phenomenon which results from the imbalance in the tech-' 
nological and economic development of the nations of the world. 
Haya consistently refused to turn his own brand of anti imperialism 
into xenophobic diatribes, but preferred to restrain'his attacks 
to systems and institutions.6 
His decision to convert the Popular Revolutionary Alliance 
of America into a political party designed to win power in Peru 
Was the pretext that Jose Carlos Mariategui used to break with 
Hf.\ya and form his O\,ln Socialist Party in 1929, along ,\>1i th Eudocio 
Ravines and Ricardo Martinez de la Torre. 7 Mariategui strongly 
objected to the middle class element in the Aprista movement and 
to Haya1s more moderate stance toward imperialism. Other former 
professors of the Popular Universities began to part companY,with 
the Apra for the same ideological reasons. Nicolas Terreros and 
Jacobo Hurwitz broke with Haya in Mexico and joined the Communist 
International. 8 
After the fall of Leguia the Apristas set about feverishly 
6Haya de la Torre, IdeolQgla Apris,ta, p. 106. 
7Pike, pp. 236-237. 
8Hartinez de la Torre, Vol. II, p. 281. 
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creating an effective 'party apparatus within Peru th·at could carry 
them to victory in the promised up-coming presidential election$. 
On September 21st, 1930, the £s.l.:tido Aprista ~eruan6~a~ officiall r', \ 
established and legalized. Luis Heysen and Manuel Seoane returned 
from exile immediately to help organize the great campa ign to "Tin, 
power. Seoane, who was to assume a role only second to that of 
Haya until his death in 1963, founded the new organ of the Aprista 
party, La Tribuna. In Narch, 1931, Sanchez Cerro left for Europe 
in self-imposed exile after a dispute "lith the other milita'ry 
leaders in his interim government, but he returned six months 
later to oppose Haya in the contest for the presidency. Haya him-I--
I 
self did not return to Peru until August, 1931, a scant t,,,o months 
before the elections to be held in October. 
The appearance of the Aprista movement in Peru in 1930 
aroused widespread interest and enthusiasm both in Peru and 
throughout the rest of Latin America. In the estimation of many 
the movement represented the most novel and promising hope of 
social r.edemption for the laboring peasants and workers of Latin 
America since the J.1exican revolution. Indeed, the Aprista movemen" 
set an unusual number of precedents in modern Latin American his-
tory. It was the first self-declared antiimperialist movement in 
Latin America. 9 It vIas the first movement in Latin America to 
expressly dedicate itself to the task of unify.ing all of the 
9Haya de 1a Torre, ElJill:tlimpe:r:ialism~LY e1 Apra, p. 81. ) 
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twenty :republics of that continent .into one great nation-state. lO 
It \vas the first movement to attempt to apply the ideals and 
, . 
, . 
radical social and agrarian programs of the Mexican/revolution 
outside of Mexico. Finally, in 'the opinion of many, the Peruvian· 
Aprfsta movement "las the first real modern political party in 
Latin America .1.1 
The "Maximum tt , or general program for all of Latin America 
via s first proposed on the founding day of the movement, Hay 7, 
1924. It contained five principal demands: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
Action against Yankee Imperialism. 
Unity of Latin America. 
Progressive Nationalization of Lands and Industries. 
Internationalization of the Panama Canal. 
As Haya envisioned his movement, it vias to be a great 
united front of the oppressed classes of all of Latin America 
the Indians, the city vlOrkers, the 10vTer middle class -- 'vlhich 
vwuld overthroVl the entrenched oligarchies in each nation of Latin 
."l..mericaand then unite together into one great antiimperialist 
state to control and moderate the inroads of foreign imperialism 
in Latin America. This antiimperia1ist state, in conformity with 
10 Haya de 1a Torre, .Ideologia-Al?Xista, p. 121. 
11 I Vlctor Alba, p. 276. 
12Luis Alberto Sanchez, ,victQr Rau.UIaya de .. ..la Torre 0 El' 
Eolitico (Santiago de Chile: Editorial Ercilla, 1934-), pp. 10B--I09 
r 'lJ. 
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the actual historical development of Latin America, could not 
possibly be the great classless "VlOrker IS utopia foretolo. by 
/ 
Nicolai Lenin, for' Latin America "VIas still a multi-class continent 
still struggling to emerge from an agrarian stage of development. 
Besides, as Haya has frequently pointed out, foreign imperialism, 
for all the dangers that it poses for Latin America, also performs 
the beneficent role ,of laying the foundation for the capitalist 
stage of Latin America t s development .13 Em"ever, Haya was also 
quick to point out that the a Driori, condition of controlling 
foreign imperialism to insure that it did benefit Latin America 
vIas a united Latin America. Hithout unity,' the tvlenty republics 
would stand helpless before the colossus of the North; united, 
they could deal effectively with the economic expansionism of the 
bigger, more industrialized nations of the 1:Torld. lll-
Haya sought to ground this ideology in a philoso}Jhical 
scheme 'vhich combined e:lements of Spengler I s notion of the evolu-
tion of civiliz;:ltiollS and Einstein 1 s theory of relativity .,Ac-
cording to t.he Aprista vie"T of history, man and society are fl.-mda 
mentally conditioned by their histortcal and geogrclphical milieu. 
The lavis according to vlhich each society develops' cannot be fou..nd 
in any abstract universal notion; on the contrary, they must be 
located in the actual reality of the enVirOIllt1ent in vlhich a given 
l3Haya de la Torre, Ideologl~prist9' p. 17 .. 
l4Ibid .,. p. 20 •. 
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society finds itself. Therefore, the historical course of develop 
ment that a highly industrialized nation adopts will >di~fer radi-
/ . 
cally from that of an underdeveloped nation of an entirely diffe-
rent milieu. From this historical world-vievl, Haya deduced the 
conclusion that Lenin's prediction of the collapse of capitalism 
as it nears its fulfillment in world imperialism applies only to 
the big industrialized nations of the vlOrld, but does not at all 
apply to the underdeveloped nations wh~re imperialism is actually 
the first stage of capitalism. 15 
Although the ~ristas sought to integrate this historical 
vision with their immediate program for Peru, they realized that 
such an appeal to these rather abstract and grandiose ideals would 
have little effect on the uneducated masses of Peruvian Indians 
and workers from whom they must draw their support. Indeed, the 
Aprista movement,. founded in exile, \vas relatively unknovm inside 
Peru before the fall of Legu!a .16 Accordingly, Aprista s.trategy 
rested on two main tactics to vlin popular support: a massive._cam-
paign to popularize the particular application of Aprismo to the 
Peruvian situation, and a vlell directed propaganda effort to iden-
tify the party's candidate for the presidency, Haya de la Torre, 
with the great mass of Peruvian people. 
In spite of repeated cla ims that the Apra \,las a party of 
l5lJ21d., p. 17 
16CossIo del Pomar, p. 213. 
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principles and not of caudillos, Haya de la Torre \vas hailed by 
. many as the new rising caudillo of Latin America. 17 He was far / . 
more well known in Peru before 1930 than his Aprista program. The 
PeruvianvTorkers and Indians still remembered him as the student 
leader who intervened on their behalf in the strike for the eight~ 
hour day in 1919. But most of all, they remembered him as the 
founder and rector of the Popular Universities. The vlorkers of 
Vitarte still remembered \vith nostalgia the ocld days of the Popu-
lar University in their town, and each year a faithful remnant of 
workers from Lima and Vitarte would gather to celebrate the annual 
Fiesta de lulanta in January.18 
Haya retlITned to Peru in August, 1931, amid popular ac-
lamations from workers and Indians in the different tovlnS and 
cities he visited. On August 30th the first national party con-
gress'of the Apra proclaimed the Aprista program for Peru before 
30,000 spectators in Lima. The effort to establish an ef;ficient 
and disciplined party organization had been a great success in 
spite of the short time span in ,-,hich it \-laS accomplished. One 
reason for the rapidity ,,11th ",hich the 'ne,., movement had taken root 
'vas that it 'vas composed of in large part by former professors and 
students of the Popular Universities. Haya de la Torre had fre-
quently acknm'Tledged this historical continuity betHeen the 
l7Carleton Beals, "Aprismo: The Rise of Haya de la Torre", 
in Foreign Affairs, XIII (January, 1935), 236-
181ibe;rtad, February 9, 1931, p. 2. 
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Popular University and the Aprista movement. In his speech before 
the party congress in August, Haya pointed to the origin~ of the 
/ 
arty in the university reform movement and the Popular University 
Nuestro Partido proviene del gran movimie~to cultural de 
las Universidades Populares, fundadas aqui en 1921, que 
fueron resultante social de la rQntinental Reforma 
Universitaria iniciada en 1918. ~ , 
Again, years later Baya traced the history of his movement 
. rom the university reform of 1918 to the protest campaign of the 
, opular Universities in May, 1923, to the Aprista movement: 
, 
Y en el Peru, donde el movimiento (de la Reforma Uni versi-· 
taria) alcanzo dimensiones sin&ulares -dada la reaccion q 
Eh provoco en la docencia oligarquica de la Universidad 
Mayor de San l'liareos, baluarte de la plutocrae ia feudal 
limena- su primera victoria eulmino con el Congreso 
Nacional de Estudiantes del Cuzco de 1920.El estableeio 
la Univer~idad PopulaJ;, poco despues e1}altecida con el 
nombre procer de Gonzalez Prada, y en ella se estrue-
tUl'O un dinamico frente unieo de trabajadores manueles e 
intelectuales, que recibio su bautismo de sangre el 23 
de mayo d~ 1923, Y de cuyas filas salimos los fundadores 
del Apra. 20 ' 
Clearly, then, in the mind of the founder of both.the 
opular University and the Aprista movement there 'Vlas a strong 
irect link betvleen the blO. Indeed, nearly all the top leaders 
of the Aprista movement had been involved at one time or another 
. 
in the Popular University: Luis Heysen, 14anuel Cox, Oscar Herrera, 
'1anuel Seoane, Alcides Speluc!n, and Haya himself. l~Jhen the 
'irst Party Congress of 1931 revealed the Aprista program for Peru 
19Haya de la Torre, Polltica Aprista, p. 43. 
20Haya de la Torre, Id,eologla..lill1.:i2ta, p. 95. 
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it became clear that the nevI movement vlas also profoundly indebted 
ideologically to the Popular University as vlell. 
" -
.1 In his speech on August 30th, Raya termed the Aprista 
party a UFrente Unico de Trabajadores Manueles e Intelectuales ll • 2l 
The influence of Hanuel Gonzalez Prada 'VTas again apparent here as· 
it had been in the student congress of 1920. The phrase called to 
mind his notion of the union of the vl0rkers and intellectuals in 
, society in a common fight for social justice. The phrase also 
brought to memory the successful alliance of students and workers 
in 1919 and in the Popular Universities in 1921. The students 
symbolized for Raya the middle class component of the Aprista par-
ty, and the city 1.'lOrkers and the Indians \'1ho labored in the 
country 'vere collectively termed "manuel laborers". 
Raya himself had first coilled the phrase in a speech which 
he gave in the University of Trujillo shortly after his return 
from his trip to Uruguay in 1923. 22 But the term did not. acquire 
its later great significance for the future Apristas until the 
events of Hay, 1923 imbued it '\<,i th strong emotional and psycholo-
gicalovertones. Raya had unified the protesting elements during 
that fateful month under the :common denomination, "Frente Unico de 
Traba jadores l'1anueles e Intelectuales". The protest movement led ,. 
21Haya de la Torre, Pol{ti.Qll A:gris.till, p. 35. "El Frente 
Unico ll may be roughly rendered in English as the "United Front U , 
although the "lOrd, "unico" in Spanish also connotes uniqueness or 
singularity, "Ihich are not carried over in the English '\-lOra, 
"uni ted" • 
?2 ' ~. Sanchez, Bgya de 1a Jo;r:re y e~, APr..s., p. 115. 
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to the imprisonment and exile of the leading instigators of the 
. protest, but the vision of the "TOrkers, peasants, students, and 
. . 
lower middle class joining together into one great alliance to 
combate the oligarchies of each Latin American nation and the grip 
of international imperialism on Latin lunerica had already been 
firmly implanted in the minds of the young exiles. 
The Aprista movement was conceived of structurally as a 
united .front of the oppressed classes of Peru. The leitmotif of 
the campaign and the movement \'ras social justice for these op-
pressed classes. The IIHinimurn Program" or the Immediate Plan of 
Action vIas an elaborate and carefully constructed blueprint which· 
purported to solve or attempt to attend to all the major problems 
of these marginal groups in Peruvian society. 
A superficial examination of the minimum program did not 
seem to offer much 'Go a strugglj.ng middle class. The program 
called for the nationalization of the means of transporta,tioh,' 
tight goverlThlent control of imports and exports, goverp~lent inter-
vention in industry and commerce, heavy protective tariffs, des-
truction of all monopolies. 23 But in 1931 Peru vlaS suffering the 
effects of the Great Depression "'hich vlaS 'afflicting the ",estern 
world at that time. The 10'lller middle class, which "'as already be-· 
leagured by the monopolistic grip of foreign concerns, felt the 
pinch even more severe~y 'IIlhen the capital "Thich these concerns 
23Haya de la Torre, .FQ11tica A-or:Lata, pp. 14-16 • 
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helped circulate '\lIas Cllt off by the depression. By 1931the 
.m,iddle .class had ID1:tch to gain by government regulation of the 
, . 
foreign companies and the flm., of capital from thec6'untry. 
This appeal to the lovler middle class '''as no opportunistic 
profittihg from the plight of' a depressed class on the part.of the' 
Aprista party. On the cont.rary, the Popular University had begun 
asa project of middle class university students vTho felt that 
they had a duty to the poorer classes. These same middle class 
leaders "lere not the chief spokesmen of the lower classes in Peru 
ten ye~rs later. It was precisely the Aprista's emphasis on the . 
role of the middle class as the vanguard of the lower classes that 
occasioned their break with the communists. 
The Aprista appeal to both the middle c.lass and the lower 
class tended to confuse the opposition. The party ",'as accused of" 
communist tendenc ies \1hen it seemed to fa VOl' the 1a t tel', and of 
fascist tendencies ,·rhenit seemed to favor the former. 24 How~ver, 
this "'as mere labellin..g'\lrithout regard to, the specific histo:..icql 
origins of the Apra. While it is true that the Apra made use of a 
modified Marxism and seemed to imitate certain external modes of 
conduct then in vogl,le among the Italian ana. German fascists, it is 
not true that the Apra dre'Vl its principal inspiration for either 
Russian Communism or European fascism. The basic Aprista ideolo&y. 
stems from- the experience of the Popular Uni versi ties whichvlere 
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founded at a time when not too much was known of international 
communism or Italian fascism. 
If it were not for the inclusion of the midd1e class e1e-l~ 
ment, some of the fears that the Apra was pro-communist might have 
been justified in light of the mass of pro~labor legislation which 
the minimum program proposed for the Peruvian worker. The minimum 
2 . 
program stated that the purpose of the state is to guarantee the 
life, health, "Tell-being and education of the working classes, and 
to do away with human exploitation. 25 The Aprista state was 
clearly designed to be a socialist state with the care and protec-
tion of the working class as its prime function. The program 
caJled for a whole series of specific reform measures to accom-
plish this end. The establishment of a social security system 
for all workers, an obligatory day of rest each week for all 
"Workers, annual paid vacations, a minimum salary for all regions 
of Peru, obligatory installation of sanitary and first aid ser-
vices for the '\IlOrkers in all plants are among some of the refprm 
measures proposed. 26 
At one point in the campaign Haya lectured on the great 
advances of ,the Labor party of England, thus indicating his 
familiarity with the labor reform programs in other parts of the 
25Jbid., p. 10. 
26 Ibid ., pp. 20-21. 
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vlorld. 27 During his years of exile he had made a point of 
, studying the different labor systems and movement in the countries 
, . 
/' he Visited, and undoubtedly he derived many ideas from his obser-
vations. Yet the fundamental need to fight for the rights and 
better working conditions of ,the laboring class had long ago been' 
impressed upon him. As a key figure in the fight for the eight-
hour day Haya displayed a deep sympathy for the plight of the 
Peruvian worker. As Rector of the Popular University tyro, years 
later he came to realize the inadequacy of his Popular University 
to achieve a total and lasting improvement of the lot of the 
'\'Torkers. He described hm'-l he came to the realization that the 
fight to elimina te problems regarding hygiene among the vlOrkers 
was futile as long as it did not address itself radically to the 
economic and social situation that gave rise to these problems in 
the first place: 
En las Universidades Gonza}ez Prada, nosotros enseiiabamos 
higiene, por ejemplo, pero nos encontrabamos con que le 
falta de higiene en la vida de un obrero era generallt\ente 
y siempre, en su mayor parte, resultado de su condicion 
economica. 2~ . ',' 
This discovery led logically to the conclusion that if, 
most of the economic problems of the '\"orkers stemmed from the 
social situation of the country, then any program \vhich really 
intended to alleviate their problems must necessarily become a 
27Ibid., p. 80. 
28Haya de la Torre, Con~sj!.:ruyendo e.1..A:Qrismo (Buenos Aires ,:, 
Editorial Claridad, 1933), p. 169. , 
·~. 
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v politica.1 campaign to restructure the social system. In Constrq-
. :L§ndo el Aprisrno, Raya writes: 
La obr.a de las Universidades Populares del P{ru se conci'et 
en gran parte a ensenar a los trabajadores a derribar el 
actu~l sistema social que impide que las Universidades 
Populares realicen una obra integral de educacibn entre 
los trabajadores. Cuando la clase trabajadora Peruana 
haya derribado del poder a la actual clase dominante, las 
Universidades Populares Gonzalez Prada podran cumplir su 
programa de veras. 29 
The Popular University was originally conceived as a cul-
tural,project to educate and inspire the worker to improve his own 
condition in life. But the logic of the situation called for re-
volution when the Popular University discovered that not all of 
the worker r s problems \-Tere due to himself ,but rather to the socia 
system in which he lived. The Aprista movement was essentially 
nottling else but a continuation in the political sphere what the 
Popular University had begun to do in the cultural sphere, namely 
to elevate and improve the condition of the Peruvian \oTOrker. 
The third clasBof Peruvians which the Aprista movement 
claimed to represent and defend "Tas the Indians. The Aprista"s 
were so successful in identifying their cause ''lith that of the 
Indian population that Aprismo very nearly. became synomymous ",ith 
IndigenimnSh The cult of Indtgeni,qlD.O in Peru \OTas already in 
in literary circles before the turn of the century. Novels, 
as Clorinda Turner t 5 Avp.s sin Nido romanticized the Andean 
and'his folklore. In the realm of historical speculation, Luis 
-,----
29 . 
.Ibid., p. 170. 
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Valcarceland AntenorOrrego wrote vlorks in which they predicted 
the emergence of the Indian-mestizo element in Latin American 
society as the dominant trait and motif of the fntur,.30 In the 
, " , 
area of politics, both Victor Andres Belaunde and Jose de la Riva 
Aguero called for a greater concern on the part of the government· 
for the Indian. Riva'Aguero felt that the government should adopt 
a paternalistic system to care for the Indians somewhat modelled 
on paternalistic system of the Incas. 31 Jose Carlos lvlariategui 
virtually identified Indigenismo ,,,ith socialism. He was the first 
figure to attract a popular follovling for his ideas, but, in vievl 
of his rejection of middle class participation in the coming re-
volution, he never really posed any serious threat to the govern-
ment, which had more fear of a small group of well-educated uni-
versity students than a mob of uneducated Indians. 32 
The Apristamovement, vlhich borrovled many of Hariategui t s 
ideas, was the first mass movement in Peruvian history to, popular-
ize and malce political capital out of the cult of Indigenismp. 
The actual specific references to the problems of the Indian in th 
minimtoo program do not seem radical at all. The section devoted 
, to the Indian problem called for the ttRedemption of 'the Indiansu 
and the incorporation of the Indian into the life of the nation. 33 
30Pike,p. 234. 
3l Ibid., p. 205 
32Ibid., p. 2'-j-l. 
33Haya de la Torre, polit:L,qa 4Py-ista, pp. 23-2tl'. 
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It called for government 'protection of the lands of the Indians, 
e,ncourag;ement of the use of native arts and language, the 'foste-
ring of industry among the Indians and the abolitionl'~f ,~lcoholism 
among the Indians. But the really radical measures affecting the 
Indian were tabe found elsewhere in the minimum program and in 
Haya's speeches. Under "Agrarian Questions" the program called, 
for the expropriation of oversized ~ifundia and the repartition 
of the lands to small property O\'.fners, which in the case of Peru 
wouldu be the Indians. The program also called for state inter-
ventio.t1 to settle disput,es::between great and small land-owners, 
, 34 
obviously to insure justice for the latter.' Under "Ea:ucaJ;;ionu 
the program cglledfor the establishment of agricultural schools 
and other such specialized schools for the vlOrking population: 
. 
Crearemos,granjas-escuelas, institutos de comercioe 
industrias, universidades populares, escuelas nocturnas 
y dominicales, editoriales pedagogicas, bibliotecas 
populares'fijas y ambulantes; misiones ambulantespara 
, la difusi6n de los conocimientos e,lementales de agricul-
, tura .35 " 
The proposal to establish popular universities in thfs 
provisioll quite clea;rly indicates that the Aprista movement wished 
to revive, support and extend to the whole. co~try the very cul-
tural center from "lhich it had sprung. One other measure '''rdch 
suggests a prophetic insight into a future problem was a proposal 
for a scientific study to be made to find '-rays and means of con-
34Ibid ., pp. 17-18. 
35Ibid., pp. 22-23. 
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troling and planning the Indian migrations from the mountain re-
gions to the coast.36 
In raising the banner of IndigenisillQ Haya wls but echoing 
the sentiments he had expressed ten years earlier in the Popular 
University.· The Popular University struggled to incorporate the 
Peruvian Indian into the life of the nation by bringing the bene-
fits of national culture to him. But more than that, the Popular 
University strove to inculcate in the. Indian pride in himself and 
in his past. The Popular Universities taught Quechua, fostered 
native Indian dances and songs, and glorified Peru's Indian past. 
Even more Significantly, the Popular Universities became a forum 
'\-There the Indians could learn of the existence of their rights as 
Peruvian citizens through contact '\tIith the zealous social mission-
aries from San Vmrcos. The Popular University 'vas the critical 
juncture in Peruvian history ,,,here the Indian met for the first 
time on an equal basis with the middle class white man. 
The didactic methods employed in the Popular Univers~ty 
take on greater importance ,,;hen placed in this dramatic context. 
Haya and his companion professors labored to break down the pas-
sivity of the Indians \'/ho· came to hear them lecture. Through 
patient effort they soon had their eager listeners responding back 
discussing ,.,hat they had learned, and even debating "li th their 
teachers. In time the Indians themselves prepared and gave 
36Ibid., pp. 27-28. 
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lectures to their fellow students. This experience of give and ; 
takeon,an equal basis with university students and t?e pra~tice 
of leadership provided by the fbpular University imlarted to the 
Indian a new sense of self~confidence and pride '\Ilhich he had never 
kno't-Tn before.37 A lasting spirit of comradeship developed between 
the Indian students and the young university students who came to 
teach them. So strong was the sympathetic identification of one 
group '\Ilith the other that in 1931 the epithet, "Cholo baratoH, 
which literally means "cheap peasant U , became ,a designation of 
pride not merely for the Indians but for all rank and file of the 
Aprista m~vement. 
The Aprista m~vement not only.took the lead in fostering 
a new .I.n,g,!rumismobut also became the first political movement in 
Peru to vigorously camp'aign for women 1 srights. The Apris~a mini-' 
mu~ program demanded that women be accorded the right to occupy 
any position in public/life and the right to receive the ~ame 
salary and privileges as male workers. 38 Signific.antly, a large 
proportion of the workers who attended the sessions of the Popu-
lar University ,,,ere ,,,omen, in sharp contrast to the nearly cOlllplet 
absence of Women at the big universities of Peru at that time. 39 
The enemies of the people as they Apristas defined them in 
37Vlctor Raul Raya de la Torre, Private Interview held 
August Ilth,1967. 
38Haya de la Torre', Pol!tica ARr.!§..t.s, pp. II, 22 • 
. '" 39Hoberto Delgado Valenzuela,' Private Interview held J'l..lly/ .'. 
1967. Dr. Delgado vIas a professpr in the Popular University~ . 
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1931 were.the $ame enemies that the student-professors of the 
Popular.Universitieshadsingled out in 1923. The political criti 
cisrns of the leaders of the Popular University were -(ecesSarilY 
veiled in the beginning, but after' the events of l.fay, 1923, they 
became far more outspoken., In 1921 Haya called upon his fellow 
I 
students at San Marcos to join in his campaign to fight for social 
justice, but he did not specifically designate against whom or 
what tl;le fight was t.o be waged, But during the protest campaign., 
.of MaY,' 1923 he very specifi9ally denounced the civilista regime 
40Haya de la .Torre and Jose Ingenieros, Teoria Yl~ctiQa. 
de la ACCiqn-RerOVgdOra v AD!iimperiali§ta de l~uventud en 
Ame;tica LgtioaBuenos Aires: publicaciones "Gentro.Estudiantes 
de Ci.encias Economicas, 1928), p. 30. 
' .... ~. 
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of all IJ.atin America into one great __ antiimperialist ' state. L~l 
'At least .in one area ,hO\vever, the Apra modif~ie~ its 
/ 
social criticism. The earlier rabid anticlericalismof the Popu-
lar University days was glossed over and tactfully ignored by the 
Apristas in the campaign of 1931. While it is true that they 
never entirely escaped the accusation of be~ng anticlericals, Haya 
and the other members of the Aprista high command maintained a 
political silence on the subject of Church-State relations. The 
party program had signalled a radical departure from past history 
by calling for the complete separation of Church and state, but 
the Aprista leader denied that this necessarily implied any kind 
.of anticlericalism.42 Undoubtedly, the memory of' Haya's crusade 
to disrupt the projected Consecration of Peru to the Sacred Heart 
in 1923 provided the basis for the accusations that the Apristas 
were anticlerical. However,the Apristas never proposed any 
'\ 
legislation "'hich remotely suggested any kind of governme?t inter- " 
ference ''lith the Church. 
Ironically, however, it was not the Aprista's lack of 
religion that instilled fear in their enemies, but rather their e 
-
.cess of crusading zeal. The Apristas never considered their move-
ment a mere political party, but rather they conceived it as a 
great social crusade to redeem the oppressed, classes of Peru., Lik 
4llQl!L., p~ 26. 
42Haya de la Torre, l£eologia Ap;rista, 
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. . 
everycrusade,\there \-rasan air of revivalistic fervor and self-
r-ighteous idealism that pervaded the movement. The Apra had its 
. # , 
own code of personal morality and asceticism bindin{ on' all its 
members, which in many details bordered on the puritanical. The 
Aprista campaign with its mass assemblies, a novelty in Peru it) 
1931, songs, marches,. pageantry and strident oratory \-Tas permeated 
with a strong note of moralism and messianism~ Nowhere is·this 
agressiveself-righteousness better expressed than in the dogmatic 
and .apocalyptic slogan with which Haya concluded all his speeches, 
"Sol0.e1 Aprismo salvara el Peru!" 
. Throughout' the campaign Hayaemphasized his belief that 
the Apra was no mere political party,but a movement and a cru-
sade.43 On October eighth, the day of the electiohfraud by 
Sanchez Cerro, Baya addressed the Apristas. of Tru,jillo. Ileas-' 
sured· his dismayed followers that the Apra was not defe?ted;b~-. 
cause its mission vla s Dot to \<Tin political victories, but r:ath~r, 
to reach the conscience of the people first: 
Quienes han creido que la u.nica mision del aprismoera: 
llegar a Palacio, estan equivocados. A Palacio llega 
cualquiera ,porque el camino de Palacio se compre c'on oro 
o se conquista con fusiles. Pero ,lamision del aprismo " 
era' llegar a la conciencia del pueblo antes que ,llegara 
Palacio. Y a laco~aiencia del pueblo no se 11 ega ni con 
oro ni con fusiles. . ' 
The mission of the Apra \-Tas not to "arrive at the Palaceu 
43Ibi~~, pp. 94-96. 
44I.Pi.~., p. 108. 
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but to teach and elevate the people. The Apra would still govern 
Peru, Raya declared, because to govern meant to educate, inspire 
" ~ 
,I 
_and redeem the people, and the Apra alone could perform that his-
torIc task. The Popular University began as a cultural mission 
and ended as a political-social crusade in the Aprista movement. 
The Apra declared that its first mission was to teach and en-
lighten the people, then govern. This sense of a mission to teach 
the people '\'las so strong that Raya even defined the Aprista party 
as one great "Partido-Escuela It, '\<Those principal task \'ras to edu-
cate and life the cultural level of the Peruvian peoPle. 45 In a 
very true sense, the Aprista movement saw itself as one gr'eat 
Popular University for all of Peru. 
Though created as an educational project, the Popular 
University \-/as never content to restrict itself to the task of 
merely teaching the-workers how to read or write, but insisted on 
imparting to them an integral formation which touched all, aspects 
of their life. Thus, the Popular University impressed upon the 
workers the need for personal cleanliness, physical exercise, per-
sonal honesty in their dealings with others, and self-control as 
the key to self-improvement. This emphasis on personal self-
improvement explains in large part the similar importance which th~ 
Apristas placed on self-discipline as a key to national re-gene-
ration, as \oTell- as their emphasis on moral and physical fitness, 
45Ibid., p. 192. 
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., 
the avoidance of intoxicating liquors, and honesty in the govern-
ment. .Th~s also explains . the prominent place given public sani-
, tation and hygiene in the Aprista minimum program 0(' 1931. The 
program.called for the creation of i:nstitutions to'combate epide-
mics, malaria and venereal diseases, the establishments of re-
, 
gional clinics to bring the advances of modern medicine to the 
Indians, and the fostering of a national sports program.' It also 
called fora state-supported campaign to curb alcoholism and the 
use of narcotics. 46 
The emphasis' which the Apristas placed on personal self-
discipline was complemented by a great stress on self-sacrifice tOl 
the interests of the group. The code of action for the Aprista 
youth exalted personal dedication to the party and the nation, as 
the eighth precept indicates: "Nothing for me, all for a new Peru,: 
just and f ree t!.47 The 'Aprista movement placed a great deal.,of 
importance on internal party solidar.ity and promoted a spirit o·f . 
, 
fraternity within the ranks. The Apristas addressed each other as, 
Itcompanionlt, and their slogans and songs paid tribute to the 
ideals of unity, solidarity" and self-sacrifice for the pa!'ty.· The 
. party sought to further stimulate this sense of fraternity by' or-
ganiZing camping trips and picnics for the rank and file of the 
46Ibid. ,pp. 25-26 
Aires: 
It?:aar~y Kantor, El Movimiento eprista Peruano (Buenos <\,' 
Edltorlal Pleamar, 1964), p. 22 • ' 
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party, eyen during the days of persecution. 48 
. The esprit~corps which characterized the Aprista move- I'. 
, . 
excitem(nt generated ment in 1931 was due in part to the general 
. Ii, 
I. by the heat of the political campaign.' But the cohesion and SOli-Ii' 
da:rity "'hlch characterized the movement after its defeat and per- I 
secution ~der Sanchez Cerro and Benavides suggests a stronger 
historical basis for this near religious esprit de corps. The 
strong sense of fraternity which held the Apristas together during 
that trying period was but a continuation of the same strong sense 
of camaraderie of the Popular University days. No doubt Haya "TaS 
influenced in part by his contact ,,,ith the Y.M.C.A. of Lima and 
the Protestant moral ethic through his frient, John !'lackay, "'hen 
he promoted the ideals of brotherhood and moral and physical fit-
ness in Popular University. But more directly, his own experience 
with the vlorkers in 1919 and in the Popular University itself led 
him to see the need for these qualities of the Indians and workers 
were ever to lift themselves up and become. an enlightened ci~i­
zenry.11-9 
The best evidence attesting to the sincerity of the Apris-
tas in their mission to educate the people" was their revival of 
the Popular Universities immediately after their return from exile 
in 1931. The origin of the nevT Popular University "Tas, of course, 
~80restes Rodriguez, Private Intervie", held in 1967. EI 
Sr. Rodriguez is the current Rector of the Gonzalez Prada Popular 
University in Lima. 
49Haya de la T0rre, Private Intervie,,! held August.11, 196'1 
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dramatically different from the first one •. The first' Popular Uni-
v.ers.1ty was a cultural movement that gave rise to a politica.l /' ..... 
movement, but t~esecond Popular University "las a creation oftha.t 
. same political movement. 
ThE) Vice-Rector of the Popular University in 1933, Gor-
, 
di1lo~ Zuleta, announced in an editorial that the PopularUniver-
sities formed an integral part of the Aprista party's campaign to 
educate the people. He further stated that the end of the Univer-
sity was to educate the Peruvian people,-raise their moral stan-
dards, inculcate in·them a love for their country, wage a war 
against the use of alcoholism, and prepare the people to lead - . 
honest lives as citizens of the country.50 
However noble and disinterested the ends of.the new Popu-
lar University were, its life was as secure oJ:' insecure as the 
party.with~Thich itl-laS associated. One of the first acts of 
Sanchez Cerro after assuming power in 1931 was to harrass.and 
eventually close down the Popular Universities. When the Ap~.ista 
members of the parliament protested this action, the dictator . 
seized the occasion as a pretext to expel tvmnty-three of them 
from parliament in February, 1932.51 Shortly a fter,,,a rds the;.Ap~ 
rista movement entered its first period of underground existence 
from 1933-1945, interrupted bya brief· breathing spell after the 
assassination of Sanchez Cerro in 1933. 
50.Anr!l, Editorial, Novernber30, 1933, p.ll. 
51ADl:.a, November 12, 1933,p. 5. 
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During the period of "Clandestinidad fl , as the Apristas 
term those years, the Popular University lived a shadmvy existence 
/' , functioning in the homes of Apristas at night. Under Sanchez CerrD 
there were no less than five Popular Universities operating in 
different parts of Lima. To avoid suspicion, the Apristas conti-' 
rmally shifted their meetings to different houses week after ,veek • 
. 
Under these circumstances, it was inevitable that the meetings 
tended to subordinate cu.ltural topics to political questions. 52 
After a brief period of relaxation under Oscar Benavides, 
the Popular Universities were again forced underground in Harch, 
1934. However, the Apristas continued to display occasional pub-
lic symbols of resistance, such as the annual commemoration of the 
Fie.§ta de la....Planta. When the government closed dovTn the railroad 
to Vitarte and detained the public busses to prevent the Apristas 
from holding the annual commemoration on January 28th, 1934, the 
Aprista taxi-cab drivers from allover Lima transported nearly 
3,000 Aprista workers to attend the ceremonies in Vitarte. 53 Evi-
dently, the §.§urit de cor .... u.§ of the old days of the Popular Univer-
sity waS still quite strong. 
IvIaintaining the Popular University'during a period of open 
persecution required a combination of discipline, ingenuity and 
outright boldness. The Apristafs sense of mission and solidarity 
520res tes Rodriguez, Private Intervievr held on July 4" 196 7 
53~, February 1, 1934 , p. 3. 
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CQuld hardlY;be better'lilustrated than by the establishment and 
Irlainten8nceQ~. a Popular University on the Prison island of San 
Lorenzo by Ap~ilsta prisoners from 1942 until May, 1~5,~henthe 
party was again officially legalized throughout Peru.54 
When President Manuel Prado showed signs of relaxing his 
. 
surveillance of the Apra late in 1944, the Popular Universiti~s 
made use of the opportunity to publicallyreopen on October 22,. 
1941l-~ 55 . On January 22, 1946, the Popular Uni versi ty celebrated 
with grand solemnity its t,.,enty-fifth anniversary. An older but 
still robust Haya, now' the leader of the most po,,,erful political 
party inPe:ru, and in the estimation of some the real pov,er behiIld 
the government of Jose Lu1s Bustamantey Rivero, addressed the 
thousands of young students and workers who attended the'celeb-
J\ 
ration. He paid tribute to the memory of Manuel Gonzalez Prada 
, , , . ," :"<>, :. 
and. honored his ,.,idow, la Sra. Anita V. de Gonzalez, "'ho attended 
the ceremonies, as well as several of the first professorsQf the 
Popular University. Reminiscing aloud, Haya pointed to the ~_on­
tinuity of the APRA with the Popular ,University,both of which. 
traced their guiding inspiration to the collective ,.,isdom of the 
people: 
Nosotros deciamos que hab!a que colectivizar la riqueza 
intelectual y que deblamos repartir por deber 10 que.reci-
bim'o$ por suerte. Esta filosof1a prospero y ella rue el 
sentido inicial de laobra (la Universidad Popular)~ Obra 
54nolet!n de~ llniversidru1es Popr~l~re.2-GOnzalez· Prad§, 
pp.3-4~ . 
55J& T;r;:ibuw, November' 1, .1~lt4, p. It_ . 
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" . .' , . . de Just1cia Social~ que consistia en devolyer al Pueblo.lo 
que del pueblo venia. Estoy seguro, companeros, que solo 
,teniendo encuenta estos principios iniciales de las U.P. 
:p'uedecomprenderse 1a Filosofia del Aprismo ~ue €mana de 
ella. Porqueno solo surge como fraternidad' en Frente ' 
Unico de Trabajadores Manueles e Intelectuales, sino como 
un Partido de Justicia Social, primero ella cultura, y, 
despues, enla Econom!a.56 
The aura of good \vill and liberty enjoyed by the Aprista 
party in the post-,!;Tar years evaporated abruptly in October, 1948, 
\-,hen General Manuel Odria, fearful of grm·,ing Aprista strength, 
ousted Bustamante and seized pov,er. The Popular Uni versi ty rever-. 
ted back to the techniques of underground life, which vfa s still 
fresh in the minds of all Apristas. In 1956, once again Hanuel 
Prado was back in the presidency and once again the Aprista party 
'vas legalized. 
The Popular Universi,ty also began functioning again in 
1956. The Popular University of Lima operates today as an adjunct 
to the Aprista party headquarters, "la Casa del Pueblo ll , under the 
direction of the current National Secretary of the Popular Univer-
sities, Orestes Rodriguez. The Aprista party divides its labor 
into t\vO major types of organisms, "directive U organisms, which 
are concerned \'li th policy-making, and IIfun~tionalll organisms, ",hic 
are concerned "lith carrying out specific tasks. The Secretariate 
of Popular Universities is one of these special sub-organs of the 
party, along "lith the Secretariate of Public Aid, the Secretariate 
56Boletin de~ Universidades Gonzalez ,Prggg. p. 14. 
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of Labor Unions,etc. 57 :The Popular University continues to give' 
~ree npctu,rnal classes to workers in the technical arts, English, 
- dravjing, etc. '·Each year Haya de la Torre delivers {' se"ries of 
lectures at the Popular University on such diverse .subjects as 
Toynbee's concept of history and Aprista political strategy. 
Although the Popular University is a branch of' the Aprf'sta 
. party, party membership ~ is not required of anyone "lishiri~r to make 
use of the facilities of the Popular University. It is an irony' 
of history that today the Popular University bears the stamp of 
the Aprista party, for it is really the Aprista party that bears 
the stamp of the Popular 'Untversity, which "las the precursor, pro-
genitor ana guidtng lnspiratiorrof the Aprista movement. 
CONCLUSION 
The Gonzalez Prada Popular University bega.n./'a's a cultural 
project to educate the illiterate workers and Indians of Peru and 
ended as the greatest mass political movement in modern Peruvian 
history, the Partido Aprista Peruano. Haya de la Torre founded 
the Popular Universities with dreams of transforming Peru through 
the spontaneous efforts of university students to impart the bene-
fits of education and culture to Indians and vlOrkers, but '\'Then 
this dream "las frustrated by police repression, he and his com-
panions turned to politics to accomplish "That they had been pre-
vented from doing through private initiative. 
l-ilost of the original ideology of the Popular University 
'vas indirec tly inspired by the Uni versi ty reform movement of 
Cordoba, and directly based upon the guiding principles 'vhich the 
Peruvian university students developed at the student congress of 
Cuzco in 1920. But the, Popular University was more than a mere 
G:,:""wsi,tlonal stc:ge linking the university reform movement with the 
Aprista lIlO'itGment. The grei,lt significance of the Popular Univer-
sity is that for the first time in Latin America the demands of the 
reformers or C6rdoba regarding popular education for the masses 
were put into effect. The Popular University in Peru became both 
a testing ground for ,the ideal's of the university reform movement 
and' a school of formation for the young university students who 
125 
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directed it. The Popular University vIas a success,forthe stu-
dents did succeed in reaching and stimulating the pe,?pl:. 
/ 
experience of successful cooperation behleen university students 
and the poorer classes of Peru both vindicated the university re-
form' movement and foreshadmled. the Aprista movement, vThich con-
sidered itself a continuation and fulfillment of both the univer-
sity reform movement and the Popular University. 
The Popular Universities '\tiere all but destroyed in 1924 
and the Aprista movement rose up in Peru six years later in 1930. 
The latter Was but a continuation of the former on a much larger 
scale. The founders and leaders of both institutions vTere the 
same. The ideology of the Aprista movement, for all the nuances 
in interpretation that accrued to it during the years of exile, 
was still essentially the same as that which had been worked out. 
and tested in the Popular University. The protest movement of 
May, 1923, which "las spearheaded by the Popular University, vIas 
described by the instigators as a "United Front of Intellectual 
and Nanuel Laborers". The Apristas used the same nomenclature- to 
describe their movement in 1931. The Popular University "las a 
project initiated by middle-class LL'1iversity students to raise the 
cultural level of the ,,,orkers' and Indians to prepare them to take 
their just place in society. The Aprista movement 1:1as a united 
front of middle-class, vTOrkers and Indians to fight for the just 
dues of each of these groups. 
The theme of the students in 1921 "las social justice for 
the 101",er classes. Theil' pr inc ipalinstrument toa,chieve ,this end 
?s education. In 1931, the theme of the Apristas \vas ail..so social 
justice for the lovier classes, but this time their InstrumentYl~S 
oth education and politics. The motto of the Popular University 
"1:Je have no dogma except social justice ll • This diffuse idea-' 
of the students in 1921 became the disciplined realism of the 
pristas in 1931, who did have a dogma as regards the way in ''''hich 
they believed social justice vIaS to be achieved in Peru:"Aprismo 
alone \,1i1l save Peru!lI. 
The Aprista movement grew out of the Popular University, 
but so did. the Comrnunist party of Peru. The future rift bebleen 
.Jofle Carlos Hariategui, the founder of a socialist party "'hich .be-
came .the 90m~r1J.nist ,Party of Peru after his death in 1930, and Haya 
de la Torre vIas alrecdyapparent vlhen 11ariategui taught at the 
opular University .. Hariategui "'anted to impose a strict one clas 
ideology on the Popular University and he opposed Haya's tolerant 
admission of all ideologies \vithin the Popular University ,as,. well' 
Raya's conviction that the fight for social justice could only 
e won by enlisting both the middle and 10"16r classes in ~t. 
The Peruvian syndicalist movement began under the aegis of . 
the Aprista movement. The unofficial alliance, of the two move-
ents dates back to the collaboration of the stUdents and vlOrkers 
strike for the eight-hour day in 1919. This solidarity of 
'lOrIter "lith student vias firmly sealed through continual frater-
. nization in the Popular Universities. 
I 
In the Popular University 
',- ,-.", 
the workers of Peru learned the meaning of group sOlidaritY~K&' 
discipline, two ino.ispensible tools for success in t,he .fightfqr 
/ 
labor f s rights. The nebulous anarchism of the ,yorkers also gave 
way to a well";defined Narxism in the Popular University under-the 
tutelage of Jose Carlos Mariategui. 
, Although the Popular University became immersed in poli-
tics and ideologies to'l.vard the end of its existence after May, 
1923, it merits attention for what it represented and accomplished 
strictly as an educational center. It vIas the first center for 
popular education in Peru and the first serious project to incor-
porate the Indians of Peru into nntional life. The life of the 
Popular University was too short to judge its impact in affecting 
the educational level of the workers and Indians who attended it. 
'But if education is taken in the "Tider sense of total self-develo .... 
pment', then the Popular University did effect a veritable educat-
ional revolution among the workers and Indians that it re,ached. 
The Popular University \,las effective in avlakening in the ,yorkers 
and Indians a real desire for self-improvement and participatiol). 
in public affairs. The Popular University also stimulated the 
creation of a g.reater social consciousness among the student-
vlOrkers, \1'hich manifested itself in an increa sed avrareness of in-
ternational proble~lls and most of all, an increased love for their 
native Peru. The picnics and campouts of the Popular University 
\>Tere both an exercise in appreciation of the natural resources of 
<Peru, as Hell as in developing a sense of community among 
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vwrkers themselves and 'vi th the students. It vTaS prec isely this 
sense of vocation to self-improvement, coupled_ 'l:1i th ~ s~rong 
/ ~.§l?Xit de corus, that accounted for the character of the Aprista' 
movement as a crusade or mission to teach the people in order to 
prepare them to fight for their rights. 
The Apristamovement has traversed a stormy and turbulent 
road since it first appeared as a major force in Peruvian national 
life in 1931. It has undergone years of underground hiding and 
persecution and tqsted the bitterness of many frustrated bids for 
pm'rer. Its ideology, too, has been modified over the years, al-
though the general ideals that inspired the first Apristasstill 
prevail. The party and its leaders have mellovled over the years 
since the first presidential campaign of 1931. The Apristas are 
less doctrinaire, less obstinate and more flexible in their tac-
tics than in the days of their first fervor. 
As the Apra grov'lS older , its origins grovl dimmer .in the 
memory of most Apristas. But there are members of the old gu,ard 
,.,ho have not forgottenhm'l the Apra began. On the night of July 
21, 1967, victor Raul Haya de la Torre addressed a mass meeting of 
nearly a hundred thousand Apristas in the central plaza of Lima. 
During the hour-long discourse, Haya ranged over a multitude of 
topics, including the tense relations bet't'Teen the armed forces and 
the Apra, the status quo of tue Aprista-dominated parliament, and 
the many experiences of his six-month stay in Europe. The grand 
old leader of the party appeared to have lost none of his former i 
energy and vitality as he vigorously gesticulated to explain a· 
point,or raised his voice to a high-pitched cresceng.ototrium~ 
.I' 
phantly drive his point home. Haya de la Torre is an enigmatic 
leader "'ho assumes different roles at different times, but at 
assemblies, ,.,here he is Haster .of Ceremonies, he seems to act them 
all out all at once. For some political observers, he is the 
demogogue vlho stages a shm'1 for the simple people 1:1ho come to hear 
him. For others, he is the old ideologue-philosopher \>lho comments 
·on the problems of the \1Orld at large. For still others, he is 
the political strategist smoothing over the difficult impasse be-
tween th,e army and the Apra. In a sense, he plays all of these 
roles and none of them. Host of all,Haya is the teacher of the 
people~ His demogogery is but his adroit use of pedagogic drama-
tism to arouse enthusiasm in his students. As the strategist, he 
is the artful teacher vlho employs only the mostconvinc ing argu-
ments and logic to teach his class. As the philosopher Raya is 
-the Haster vlho illuInines the \'lay to social justice. This is the 
role he is best at, for it is the role he assu.med when he founded 
the Popular University and the Peruvian Aprista movement. 
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Victor Raul Haya de la Torre. The Founder of the Popular Uni- , 
versities and leader of the Peruvian Aprista Party. Inter-
vie'>ls held in Lima, on the 8th, 11th,. and 12th of August, 
1967. 
Luis Alberto Sanchez, President of San Harcos University, Pre-
sident of the Peruvian Senate ~Until July, 1967), and head 
of the Aprista commission of doctrine and ideology. Inter-
view held in Lima, August 3, 1967. 
Arturo Sabroso Montoya, Former head of the Confederation of 
Peruvian vJorkers (until 1963), founder and co-editor of 
El Obrero ,Texti1 and leading figure in the history of 
Peruvian syndicali sm. Intervievl held in Lima, ~I\ugust 
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Ricardo 1YIartinez de la Torre, former secretary of Jose Carlos 
Mariategui and co-founder of the Peruvian Communist Party 
in 1930. Interview held in Lima, July 7, 1967. . 
Eudocio Ravines, a free-lance journalist and au~or, former 
editor of 1s-£~R and co-founder of the Peruvian Communist 
Party and a professor in the Popular University of Lima in 
1923-1921.1-. Interview held in Lima, July 24, 1967. 
Josefa Yarleque de Harquina, a schoolteacher in Vitarte and 
author of a short work on the Popular University in Vitarte 
(See page 133 ofr Bibliography), and a student of the Popu-
lar Uni versi ty in Vi tarte in 1921. Intervie\-l held in Lima, 
July 27, 1967. 
Roberto Valenzuela Delgado, a cardiologist in Lima, Dr. Delgado 
vias a professor at the Popular University of Lima from 
1921-l92!t and again in 1931. Intervievl held in Lima, 
July 28, 1967. 
, 
Orestes Rodriguez, the present National Secretary of the 
Gonzalez Prada Popular Universities in Peru. Intervie\'Ted 
frequently through SQ'nmer of 1967. 
